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APPENDIX A; Data from finned Atlantic cod, GadJLs morhua, sampled at the 78
GoosebenyCovefish farm.on April I7- II . 1995. L br: »
Lsmaeocera branr:hiaIis. FISh number [26J not used in study
because of a tom caudal fin. These fish were tagged and released
on May 1·2, 1995.
APPENDIX B: Data from wild Atlanticcod, Gadu s morhua, sampledin Smith 86
Sound. Trinity Bay. NF, on April 24-25, 1995. L hr. » Eemaeocera
branchia/is. These fish were released immediatelyafter tagging,
APPENDIX C: Data &om fannedA1!antkcod.Gadusmorhua, sampledat the 95
Goosebeny Cove fish farm on Sept . 7, I99S. L hr. .. Lemaeocera
branchia/is.
APPENDIX 0 : Data from wild A11antic ecd, Gadus morhua, sampled in Smith 97
Sound. Trinity Bay, NF, oe Sept,26. 1995. L br. - u mtXoura
branchia/is.
APPENDIX E: Data from fanned. female Atlantic cod, Gadusmorhua., sampled 99
at the Gooseberry Covefish farmon April 4, 1996 . Fish 5 and 12
hadbydnted occytes. Thegillparasite L bnmdria lis was not found
on any of the fish.
APPENDIX F: Oocyt e data from 75 female Al1anticcod,GadusmOl'hua, sampled 100
at tbeGooseberry Cove fishfarmon ApriI 17. 18.1995. Fishnwnber
corresponds to fish nwnber in Appendix A. Coun t refers to number
of fish with a given oocyte size.
APPENDIX G: Oocyte data from SI female Atlantic cod,GadusmOl'hua. sampled 104
in Smith Sound, Trinity Bay. NF. on ApriI25. 1995. FISh number
corresponds to fishnumberin Appendix B. Count refers to number
of fish with a given oocyte size.
APPENDIX H: Data from wild Atlantic cod.Gadus morhua. sampled in Smith 107
Sound, Trinity Bay. NF. on May 4. I99S. Fish I - 36 werecollected
at a different Iocatioo than fish37· 100 (see chapter 2 for loc:ations
sampled ). Not e the maturitystages for females ace: 0 .. immature.
I .. eggs forming but 00 hydntion and ovary is flaccid. 2 .. some
hydratedeggs « 50%) and ovaryincreasing in size,] s full ovary
with > 50% hydratio n (spawning to occur in immediate future ). L br.
~ u mDJI!Oara branchialis.
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Tabl e 1.1: Fecun dity data from Atlantic cod,Gadusmorlrua. samp led at the 16
Goosebc:ny Cove fishfarm on April 4, 1996 . The ovary sam ple
rwmber corresponds to the fishm.unber in AppendixE. Fish S and
12 hadbydmed oocytcs. Three""""'cs (denot ed .. b on<! e)
wa-etakenfromeachovuy. Fec. istbcpoteutialfec:undity.
Table 1.2: Mean (: 1 s.d. ) co ndition fac:tonfor farmcdand wild Atlantic cod, 17
GadusmOl'Irua, from Trinity Bay, NF. K " Fulton' s condition factor .
Kg - Fult on' s co ndition factor using gutted weight. HSI - hcpato-
somatic index, GSI = gonado-somatic index.
Table 2.1: Data from 1S female and S maleAtlanticcod, GodJamorlrua, placed 39
in a spawnin g cage at the GoosebenyCove cod farm.The fi:h were
placed in the spawning bag on May 2, 1995, but the data was cc t leceed
on July 6, 1995 after aDfishwerespent . Fertilized eggswere collected
from these fishthroughout the spawning period . None of these fishbad
L branchia/;s parasit es.
Tab le 2.2: Size of farmed and wild female Atlantic cod, Gadusmorhua , that 40
were cannul ated for oocyte devdopmcDt in April, 1995 (Appendix:A.!J)
ANOVArcsults are givcn up:FwbereFbasdjl , 124 for length, and
1,123 for weight (one 6shwasDOtweighed).
Table 2.3: Conection dates in 1995 of spawned Atlantic cod, Gadusmorlnta, 41
eggsfrom Gooscbeny Cove cod farm in Trinity Bay. Temp . "
temperatu re at the cod farm. Quantity is vo lume (mI) o f eggs collected.
Egg stage represents egg development or nwnber ofblasto meres at time
of arrival at the MSRL . Egg diameters were measured on arri val (n = 30).
larval lengths were reco rded at 100% hatch (n " 20). SwvivaI time was
timefor sao.... and 1000....mortality with selected larval batches. Numben in
pattnthescs arestandarderces. K." .. eoemeasured .
Table 3.1: Information on the 37 sonicaUy-tagged cod released May 1-2, 199 5 at 56
the fann in Gooseberry Cove, Trinity Bay.
Table 3.2 : Mean time (± SE) to leave the releasesite for farmed(F) aDdwild 57
(W) cod at differem aiteria fortime. p-vaIues andF--ntios (p:F)
are &om the ANOVA table and thesources oferro r are interaction
(inter.} release day (rei .) (ie. May I or May 2). andgroup (F and W).
All F -Ratio's haddf - 1,3 ] . END - mean time to leave the release site
(no criteria). Items in bold are significant at the 95% confi dence level
Tabl e ] .3 : RecaptureInformation on sonicaUy-ugged Atlantic cod, Gadus mot'hua. 58
See Table 3.1 (fish /#)for size II release . See Figure 3.5 for recapture
sites . FIW - fMmed/wild. AD fishrecapturedwithin Trinity Bay,
Olh«wi>e8 .8 . : IlooaWta Boy.
Table 3.4 : Recapture informationon T-bar ancho r, extema1J:y u.aed Atlantic cod, 59
Gadusmorhua . See AppendicesA (farmed) and B (wild) for sizeat
release . FIW - fann ed/wild. All fishrecaptured within Trinity Bay. otherwise
B.B. - Bona vista Bay. C.B . - Conceptio n Bay .
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Figure 1.1: A mapof Newfoundland showing Trinity Bay. 18
Figure1.2 : The RAndomIslandregion in westernTrinity Bay, with locations 19
of the GooseberryCove cod&rm.(squace ), EastRandom Head (star )
where the fannedcod were originally trappedduring IW1e1992, and
the sitein SmithSound(diamood) wherewild cod were capturedin
April 1995 and transponed to the Wm for sonictagging and release.
Circle denot es location of wild cod samp led in Sept ember 1995 .
Figure 1.3 : TemperatureS taken at 5 m depth (near contiDuous recording) at the 20
Goo scbcny Cove cod farmsite during 17 April 1995 ·4 April 1996 .
Figure 1.4 : Who le weight (kg) versus length (em) for farmedTrinity Bay cod 21
(n '"' 242) sampled on 17 April 1995 comp ared to wild Trinity Bay cod
(n ~ 267) sampled from Smith Sound on 24 April 1995 .
Figur e 1.5: Gutted weight (kg) venus age (yean ) for farmedTrinity Bay cod 22
(n '"' 45) sampledon 7 September 1995 co mpared to wild Trinity Bay
cod (n '"'49) samp led from Smith Soundon 26 September 1995.
Figure 1.6: Potentia.lfecundity (millions of oocytes) versus guned-gilled weight 2J
(kg) for farmed Trinity Bay cod (n · 11) sampled 0114 April 1996
co mpared to wild Northern Grand Bank cod (n · 21) repo n ed by May
(1%1).
Figure 1.7: Poten tial fecundity (millions of oocytes) versus length (em) for farmed 24
Trinity Bay cod (n - 13) sampled on 4 April 1996 co mpared to wild
Trinity Bay cod (n - 78) reported by Pinhom ( 19&4).
Figure 1.8: Pot ential fecundity (millions ofoocytes) versus age (yean) for fArmed 25
Trinity Bay cod (n '"' 11) samp led on4 April 1996 com pared to wild
Trinity Bay cod (n =78) reported by Pinhom(19&4).
Figure 1.9 : Relativefecun dity (thousands ofoocytes) for tannedcod (A - farmed 26
Placentia Bay cod.see Wroblewski et aL 1997. B '"' farmed Trinity Bay
cod, this study) , wild cod (Buzeta & Waiwood 1982), and laboratory
cultured cod(Kjesbu & Holm 1994). Vertical lines are 95% confidence
limits.
Figure 2.1: Percent of farmed Trinity Bay cod sampled on 17 April 1995 and 42
wild Smith Soundcod sampled on 24-25 April 1995 with occytes of
each diameter.
Figure 3.1: Study region ofTrinity Bay wheresonica.l1y-tagged farmed andwild 60
cod were released . The fishwerereleased on 1-2 May 1995. The
release site wasthe Gooseberry Cove cod farm (square). Theshaded
cone represents thehydrophone detection range .
Figure 3.2: The percentage offish remainingat the release site (con e of detection 61
by the hydrophone shown in Figure 3.1) at various times(hrs.) after
release . Fish were asswned to bepresent unless no signal wasrecorded
for 30 consecutive minutes.
Figure 3.3: Percentage offanned and wild coddetected by the hydrophone at the 62
farm at various times(days) after release. The graph break represents
threeclaysofequipment failure.
Figure 3.4a : Sites of rd oca tion ofsonically-tagged cod on 3 May 1995 (48 and 63
24 hours after first and second release respectively). Light and dark
circles are wild and farmedfish respectivel y. Note. distributed throughout
Goosebeny Cove were 10 farmed and 4 wild fish. Area searched was
inside dashed line.
Figure 3Ab: Sites ofrelocati.on of sonically-tagged cod two weeks after release . 64
Light and darlc. circles are wild and farmed fish respectively. Area.
searched was coastal region shown in figure up to 2 n mi from the shoreline .
Figure 3Ac : Sites of relocation ofsonically-tagged cod in late August 1995, four 65
months after release . Light and dark:circles are wild andfanned fish
respectively. Area searchedwas all coastal region ofTrinity Bay (Including
southern Trinity Bay - not shown) up to 2 n mi from the shoreline .
Figure 3.5: Sites ofrecapture of sonically-tagged cod as ofNovernber 1.1996. 66
Light and dark circles are wild and farmed fish respectivel y. Dates are
positioned near recapture sites (month/year).
Figure 3.6: Sites ofrecapture ofced that had extemal T-bar anchor tags. as of 67
November 1,1996 . Light and dark squares are wild and fanned fish
respecti vely . Wild fish were tagged and released in Smith Sound (light
circle). Farmed fishwere tagged and released at the farm.
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INTR ODUCTION
Thestock abundance of thenortbernAI1antk cod.Gadusmorlrua. is pre:sc:ntIy at
a historic low level . In the mid 1960's the spawningstock biomass (historically assumed
to be fish aged 7+ for statisticaIpurposes) exceeded a million metric tons (Lear and
Parso ns 1993), but overfishing eventually caused the cod stock to collapse . Co nsequently
a moratorium on domestic fishing was established by the Canadian Federal Government in
1992 (Hutchings and Myers 1994&). By [992 thetotal stoc k size( fish aged3+) had
droppedto 125,000 au (B ishop Ita! 1993). In 1993 the spawning biomass of the
nonhem cod stock wasestimated at 22.000 mt:(Lear and Parsons 1993). Age at 50%
maturi ty sincethe late 1980's hasshown a trendtoward youn ger (4-5 yn old) fish
(Taggart" aL 1994) . The present spawning biomass is co mposed of relatively you ng
cod .
The intent of the curr ent moratorium on fishing cod in Atlanti c Canada is to allow
the cod stocks to recover . Howevera reco very of the nonhem cod stock has not been
detected (FisheriesResource ConservationCouncil 1996). Onemanag ement option is
interventi on to increase thespawning biomass(Wroblewskiet aI . 1996). It may be
possible to increase the nwnben ofmature cod through release of fiumedfish and thus
enhance recruitment to the northern Atlanticcodpopulation (Working Group on Cod
Enhancement 1994). This could beachieved operationally by capturing young cod in
traps, holdir1g them in pens.feedingthem to satiation throughout the growth season. and
releasin g then back into thewild. Cod farmers inNewfoundland have demo nstrated that
fish taken from the wiJd,held In sea cages, and fed • natunI diet, can double toweightand
grow sewn! ceutimeten in length over the summer mornhs (FISher 1988) . Lat e in the
growth season most weightgain appears as gonadaJ tissue rather thansomatic tissue (Lee
1988) . Some juvenile cod may reachsexualmaturity one year earlier in farms than in the
wild (W aiwood 1982 ; Karlsen~tal. 1995). Once released, farmfish could augment the
spawning biomass of cod resident in Newfoundland bays (W roblewski ~t oJ. 1994 ;
Ruzz.ante et aI. 1996 ; Wrob lewski et al: (996 ). There is geoenUy a positive relationshi p
between northerncod spawning stock biomass and subsequent recruitment (Myers and
Barrowman 1996).
Themethod of stock enhancementbeing investi gat ed in this study, term ed "gro w-
out and release " (Working Grou p on Cod Enhancement 1994), is novel in terms of
traditional stock enhancement programs. Traditionally, fish are raised in a hatchery from
the egg stage and then released into thewild at variou s life-histo ry stages (depending on
the species). but generally as juvailles (Richards and Edwards 1986) . Hatchery based
stoclcing programs have met with muchaiticism over the yean. espec:i&Uy regardingtheir
effectiveness at increasing wmben of fish, and the fitness offishafter release (H owell
1994 ; White rt oJ. 1995) . There have been numerous accounts of behav;oral, genetic,
physio logical, and morp hological ano malies associ ated with batchery released fish (see
review s by Blaxter 1975 ; Marn ell 1986; Heggberget et al. 1993 ; Washington and Koziol
1993 ; Whit e et al. 1995) ; hence the: need [or other stock enhancement str ategies (eg.
Blankenshi p and Leber 1995) . Thegrow-ou t and release method invo lves gro wth
advancement of wild fish. rather than productionof eggsand juvenilesin a hatc:heIy.
Using wild fish avoids the genetic manipulation associated with hat chery broodstock..
However theremay be behavioral effects ofcaptivitystemming from ho lding and feeding .
Th ere is information available on the fecundity ofcodcultured from the egg stage
(eg . Kjesbu 1989 ; Kjesbuet ai. 199 1), but published infonnati on on the potenti al fecund ity
of wild cod fed in captivityis limited. ChambenandWaiwood ( 1996)repon the
fecundity of eaptive cod as the number of eggsreleased, rather than quantity ofeggs in the
oval)' prior to spawning (potential feamdity). Theyalso do DOt report the feeding level of
theU exp<rimenuI 1M
The first objective of this study (chapter I) wasto determin e ifwild north ern cod
wou ld have significant gainsin potential fecundi ty, after being fed to near sati ation every
2·3 days over sever al gro wing seasons. I hypoth esized lhat farm ed cod wo uld have
signifi cantl y greater fecundity thanwild cod of the same length. weight, or age . A second
objective (chapter 2) wasto determineif cod,held captive over several growing seasons in
nearshore waten, would havea similarspawning periodaswild cod . I hypothesized that
holding cod in sub-zero waten over the winter would delay their spawning period relative
to wild cod which overwinter in deeper, wanner waten. Related to the seco nd objective,
I also examined the viabilityofeggs and larv ae oHarmed cod . A third objective (chap ter
3) was to test the hypothesis that cap tive cod would beco me dom esti cat ed by feedin g (ie.
the cod would beco me tame and accu sto med to theirnew home) . Ther efore once
re leased. the time to leave the farm site would be significantly longer for captive cod than
wildcod(released at the sametimeand place) . As part of this third objective, I also
wished to determine ifcaptivitybadanyeffects on fishingmortality of codafter their
release back into the ocean.
CHAPTERl
Fecundity offarmed nonhern Adantic cod
For cod enhancement by"gro'N-OUl and rdease'"to be feasiblethereIIIJSt be•
significantgain in the feamd.ityoffumed codover wild cod. Hence, a study was
conducted to compare feamditiesof both groups. This involved determining the
fecunditiesof fish with a known history from I cod farm.,and comparingthemto
published fecundity data of wild cod. Condition factors, as an indication of nutritional
weU-being.were also compared between farmed and wild fish(sampled at the same time).
I hypolhesized thai:the fecundityofWmcd cod would besignificantlygreater thanthe
fecundity of same size (or age) wild cod.
1.1 MaltrWs aad MethodJ
Thest'Udywucooduaed in the Random Islandregion ofTrinity Bay (Figure 1.1) .
During June 1992 several thousand juvenile and adult cod were captured in a cod trap
near East Random Head, Trinity Bay and transported by boat(fisher 1988) to a sea cage
in Gooseberry Cove (Figure 1.2). Thesea cage measured approxima tely 9 x 11 x 5 m
deep and wasmoored in water of 18 m depth. The number of cod in the cage declined
over time u some fish were harvested each faD. Therewasan annual loss of
apprmomately S% of the fishdue to naturalmortality (eg . predation by sea oners) . On 17
April, 1995 there were approximately 1000 cod remaining in the cage. By 4 April 1996
therewere only about 300 cod in the cage. Thesewerethe fishused in the present study .
The fish were maintained in the cage for four years and fed natural prey
(fimlfro, en:""""" bcning, 0< oqu;d hued onlocoI.vailabiIity) through the growth
season (Ma y to October). The fish were fed to satiationevery 2-3 days . Feeding ceased
with the onset of cold water temperatures in the late fall(October to November), as
expected (Waiwood et al 1991).
I.andfascice covered the site annuallyfrootearly February until mid-late April
During the winter monthsthe fish survivedin ~zero water by producing antifreeze
g1ycoproteins (Fletche r et ai. 1997) . Tempera ture and salinitypro6.1es adjacent to the
cage were taken periodically during thewinter of 1993-94 using a Seabird Electronics 1Dc.
Seacat SSE 19.03 (see Fletcher era!. 1997). Salinityprofilesindicated a salinityof
approximat ely J2 ppt below a depth of I m. Freshwater nmoff lowered the salinities of
the upper meter occasionally below 15 ppt. Temperature at 5 m depth was reco rded near
co ntirwousJy from 17 April 1995 104 April 1996 (Figure 1.3) using a Vemco Ltd . Sealog-
TO , attached ( 0 the bottom of the sea cage .
Morpbomclr'K meuuremcntl and condition rad ors of rarmed and wild cod
On 17 Ap ril 1995 twelve fannedfishweresacrificed for health evaluation.
Analyses were performedat two pathology Iabomories: Fisheries and Marine Institute,
Memorial Univenity of Newfoundland, and the Allantic Veterinary CoUege, University of
Prince Edward Island.
During 17- 18 April 199 5, 244 fannedfish wererandomlysampled from the cage
for fork:length (L) (oearest 0 .5 an), whole wet wcigbt(W) (± 108> , and presence of tbe
gill parasi te Lemoeocera braw:hialis (Appendix A). For comparison, 267 wild cod
caught in SmithSound.Trinity Bay (Figure 1.2) on 24-25 April 1995 wer e samp led for
fork length (nearest em), whole wet weight (± 5 g) and external parasites(Appendix B).
The fish were caughtusing aD otter trawl (II 36 Yankee) at a depth of 154 meters by the
C.R.V. Shamook. The duration oCtbe tow wasfive minutes. Sagittal ot oliths were
remov ed from J7 farmed and 50 wild cod for aging by personnel at Scie nce Brandl, DFO.
St . John 's (Appendix A. B).
Fanned and wild fish were alsosampled in September, 1995 for an indication of
post -spawning condi tion. On 7 September 1995, 45 farmed fish were randomly samp led
for for k length (to nearest 0.5 em), whole (W) and gutt ed (WJ weight s (± 10 g). and liver
weight (± 10 g) (Appendix C). On 26 September 1995, 49 wild fish were randomly
sampled from. sentinelfisbery(Davis and Jarvis 1996) . The fish were caught with
gillnets (5.5 inchmesh) set in Smith Sound (Figure 1.2). Mea.suremenu were made in the
same manner as for the fannedfish(Appendix D). The prese nce of L branch;o!is wu also
not ed for eac h group. All fish samp led in Sep tember were aged using sagittal o toliths.
On 4 April 1996, 15 female fumed cod weresampled prior to spawning.
Measurements of whole bodywet weight and gutted weight(± 20 g). gi.Il.liver and ovary
weigh ts ( :f:: I 8>. and fork length (to nearest em) were taken (Appendix E) . The presence
of ext ernal and internal parasi tes wasnoted . Sagittal oto liths were rem oved for aging.
Spawning cbecks between growth rings were DOtedwhenpresen t (Ma y 1960). Fulton' s
co nditio n factor (K) wascalculated as K = W I LJ X 100. X. uses gutted wet body wei ght,
w• •rather than w. The gonadc-somatie index (GSI) was caIa1Iated asGSI :s (gonad wet
weight I W) x 100. The hepatl>somabc index(HSI) wascalculated as HSI - (liver w et
weight I W) x 100.
Fecundity analysis or ranaed cod
Samplingof the 15 female farmedcod on 4 April 1996 wasconductedbefore
spawning to avoid loss of hydrated eggs . Gonads were collected late enough in the annual
reproductive cycle so that well ogenic (present generation) and previteUogenic (<2 50
J,lmXsecond generation) cceytes could be separated by size (May 1967; Kjesbu et ai ,
1990) . Previtellogenicoocyt es were not included in fecundity estimates.since they would
not be released until the following spawning season . Following Kjesbuet aJ.(1991),
potential fecunditywas defined as the numberof vitellogenic oocytes in an ovary prior 10
spawning.
The fifteen females samp'ed on 4 April 1996 were identifiedby caruwlation for
fecundity analysis.wherebya plastic tube (2.0 mm insidediameter) wasinserted into the
genital pore and a sm&1l number" of cceytes weresampled via suction.. If the biopsy
showed no hydrated oocyt es, the female was selected for subsequent analysis. Later
examination of the ovaries revealed that two of these 6shhadcommenced hydration,.50
their examinationwas not continued beyond morphometric measurements and condition
factors.
The potential fecundityofthe remaining 13 fish wasdeterminedusing the
gravimetric wet weight method(Bagenal 1978; Kjesbu 1989). This method gave values
consistent withtwo other methodsfor measuring fecundity (Wroblewski et al. 1997);
hence, it was used for thisstudy (easiest of the threemethods). Three subsamples of
ovarian tissue (each 100-300 mg) weretaken from the middleof the right ovary (Table
1.1). Kjesbu (1988) found samplingfrom the centre of theovary as reliable as sampling
fromother locations. Thishomogeneous nature occurssincethe germinal epithelium is so
highly convoluted that it completely fills the ovary (Beverton and Holt 1951) .
Vrtellogenic occytes in each subsample were counted using a dissecting microscope with
an ocular micrometer. Veryfewoocytes smaller than250 um were observed and
consequently only oocytes > 250 um were counted. Subsample counts were averaged.
Potential fecundity wasthen calculated using the wet weight of the ovary.
The fecunditiesof Gooseberry Cove farmed cod were then compared to fecundity
data of wild cod from Labrador and eastern Newfoundland (May 1967) and from Trinity
Bay (Pinhom 1984). Our data was also compared to Norwegian cod cultured from the
egg (Kjesbu 1989; Kjesbu etal. 1991) .
Sta tist ical .naly.ilI
All equations were derived from regression analyses, and the weight-length
relationships for farmed and wild cod were compared using ANCOVA (general linear
model, Minitab, 1989), with type I error rate a =0.05, following the procedures described
in Sokal and RohIf(l 99S).
1.2 Results
Feeding captive TrinityBay cod for four growth seasons in sea cages, to near
10
satiationIevdswith oatunI feed (rwural feed is considered . highgrowth diet; see Iobling
1988)., resultedill the weight ·lengtb rdarionship shown in Figure 1.4, expressed by the
equation W .. 0.0302 L1.11 (r " 0.69. p < 0.0005). Wild Trinity Bay cod sampled in
Smith Sound on 25 April1995 hada lower weight at length relationship, expressed by W
- 0.0 115 LZ.9t (r - 0.91, p < 0.0005) (Figure 1.4). The datawu log-transformed for a
straigbt line relationship according to :
W " aL~
log W = 1oga +b leg L
andan ANCOVA was performed to determine ifthe two groups offish were significantly
different. Theslopesoftbe log-transformed data were noI significantJy different (F...sos·
1.32.,P .. 0,252) so a revisedmodd wasused without the interaction term. The means for
the two groups and hence the intercepts differed significantly(FI, ",, " 728.87, P <
0 .000 5). The revised mode l was :
log w = Iog . o+ 2.89 log L
where: ' "I .. - l.n12S (the intercept for fannedcod)
. "1" - 1.88606 (the intercept forwild cod)
and : W " 0.019 LZ.1f (for farmed)
W .. 0.013 LZ.1f (fo r wild)
This clearly indicates that farmedcodwere heavier (approx. 1-2 kg) over the length range
tested. The residuals were not associated with the lined values; therefore the model is
acceptable. Also, the residualsplotted against the normal scores was a straight line.
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Therefore the p-values from the ANOVAtables could be trusted .
Figure 1.5 shows that nearthe end of the fourth growthseason (Sep tember 1995),
farmedcod wereaImosatwice the weight of W'ikl. codof ttle same age. The weight-age
relationship for 4S Trinity Bay fumed codwas W, - 758 A - 1549 (I'" - O.lO. P <
0.0005), and for 49 wild cod was W. ""411A~ 464 (r=-O.38. p < 0.0005).
The farmedcod were in good healthas necropsyreports from both pathology
laborat ories on the fish sampled on 17 April 1995 confirmed the absence of infectious
organisms. The liumed fishhad• highercoodition(K) than wild cod at the times of
samplingin April (Fl, m - 101.3 1, P < OJX>OS). and September'(F l.M· 8 .28, p < 0.00 5),
1995(Table 1.2). As well. in September theK.for farmedcod was greater than that
computed for wild cod(FLll6 - 4.93. P - 0.029) (Table 1.2). A higher HSI also revealed
the farmedfishhadlarg er livers in the post-spawning conditio n dwing September (FL" -
52.97, P < 0 .0005) (Table 1.2).
Four percent of242 farmed codexaminedon 17·18 April 1995 had one or more
gillparasites (L branchia/is) (AppendixA). while 11% of 267 wildcodfrom Smith
Soundexamined on 24 April 1995 wereinfected (AppendixB). L branchia/is may cause
slow gro wth ofAtlantic cod (Kahn ~tal. 1990). A rew Anisa.bs sp. were found on the
liversoffarmed,cod sampled for fecundity measurements on 4 April 1996; however. these
larval nematodes werenot observed in GoosebmyCove farmedfish before this date .
Therewere no L branchia/is presenton tbe 4 April 1996 samples. Spawning cbecks on
oc:oliths were clearly observed in 4 out of IS farmedcod examined on 4 April 1996.
12
Multiplespawning was evident in 3 fish. with first spawningcheck at age 4 in one fish and
at age 5 for the others.
POI~nti.1 feeundlty or farmed cod
The potential fecundity of the fanned Trinity Bay cod was a functio n of the whole
wet body weight of the fish, expressed as F :: 1.19 x ll)l w-6.0 x 10' (r = 0.29, P =
0 .035) . The potential fecundity of the fanned cod plotted against the gurted-gilledweight
of the fish (Figure 1.6) was F = 1.43 x 10' W. + 4 .3 x 10' (,-2 =0 .23, p = 0.058) where
W. is the gutt ed-gilled weight. Pinhom (1984) did not plot fecundit y against weight for
wild TrinityBay cod. so the relationship for 21 northernGrand Bank cod. F =4.1 x Icr
W. + 4.2 x 10' (r - 0.52, P < 0.01)( May 1967) . was used for com parison in Figur e 1.6.
The potential fecundity of the farmed Trinity Bay cod as a function of length
(Figure 1.7) was not statist ically significant (i.e. the slope of the relationship was not
different from zero) (r = 0.06, P = 0.199) . Pinhorn (1984) found a relationshi p between
fecu ndity of78 wild Trinity Bay cod and length, F'" 1.778 LW (r =0 .61, P =0.01)
(Figur e 1.7) . Compari ng his data to that of May (1967) , Pinhorn (1984) found no
significant difference in fecundity-length relationships between Trinity Bay cod andcod
from the east ern Newfoun dland continental shelf.
The fecundity of fanned Trinity Bay cod cou ld not be related to the age of the fish
(Figu re 1.8). Pinhorn (1984) found a relationship between age and fecundity for 78 wild
Trinity Bay cod, andhis equatio n F = 21878 AI.' I (r = 0.52, P '" 0.01) where A is age has
been plott ed in Figur e 1.8
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Rela tive recuDd ity orr.rmed cod
FoDowing Kjesbu and Holm (1994), the relative fecunditiesoCme fumed cod
were calculated as F/S wereF is the potential fecundity andS is the so matic weight
(whole body wet weight - wet weightof ovary) . Modentdy fed(2. 3% body weight every
2-3 days) farmedPlacentia Bay cod (Wroblewski et al 1997) were com pued to the
farmedcod of this study(fed to satiation every 2-3 days). The mean relative fecundity (±
sd) offarmed Placeutia Bay cod was 916 (:HOI, n - 3S) oocyteS pergram ofsomatic
weight (Figur e 1.9). Themean relativefeamdity (= sd) for fanncdTrinity Bay cod was
1187 (:!:249. D." 13). Since the variances ofthe two grou ps were unequal. a Smith-
San enbwait e one-tailed t-test (Devore 1987, P8-)]9) was used to determin e whether the
farmed cod in this stud y had• higher relative fecundi ty than the fanned Placentia Bay cod.
The farmed Trinity Bay cod hadsignificantly more oocytcs pergram somatic weight [t .-
2.56, p - O.DIS, df e:. 36).
The relative fecundity achievedby farmingat Gooseberry Cove wu oearly
identical to that of cod culturedunder a high feeding regime in a labor2tory experiment
(Kjesbu andHolm 1994, Fig. 1). Forc:omparison, the mean rdative feamdity (± sd) for
wild cod from the GulfofS t. Lawrecce (Buzeta and Waiwood 1982) is 409 .8 (± 174, n "
32) , shown in Figure 1.9.
(..3 Discuss ion
The farmedcod fecundity data of this study was compared to wild cod fecundity
repo ned by May (1967) and Pinhom (1984). It wasassumed thatfecundities of
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Newfoundland cod haveDOt changed since theseoriginal studies. Kjesbu(1989) found
that fecunditiesofcoastal Norwegiancod in 1986-1987were not significantly different
from that reponed in 1959. However, during the col lapseof tbe cod fisheryoff
Newfoundland' s east coast. reduced fecundities within the spawning biomass due to poor
co ndition (reduced food availability) mayhave occurred. There mayalso have been a
rrwlti-yeartrend in reduced fc:cundity leadingup to the collapse of the fishery.
Wildcod.hdd captive over four growth seasons. significantlyincreasetheir
vitellogenicoocyte production. and beDce potClltial fecundity, compared to free-living
cod. Thepotentia.lfecundityof farmed 6sh is a function of weight of the fish, as it is in the
wild (May 1967 ; Pinbom 1984). Weight-at- Iength and weight-at -age a Cthe farm ed cod
were considerably higher thanobserved in wildcod.indicatingan advanced fecundity at
length (.gc) _ Moreover, the relative fecundity (potential fecundi ty per unit somatic
weigh t) oH armed cod washigher than in the wild, suggesting that wild cod do not always
feed to satiationor they have differentenergy expenditureS from fannedcod. In
comparisollto farmedcod fromPlacentia Bay the higherrelativefecund ity of the farmed
Trinity Bay cod (Figure 1.9) was also related to feedinglevels. Thefield results were
consistentwith relative fecundities achievedin codraisedin the laboratory. F'irst time
spawners raised in the laborato ry byKjesbuand Holm (1994) hadsimilar relative
fecundities to the repeat spawners of this study. Thus, it appears that one growth season
in captivitymay be sufficient for wild cod10 maximizetheir relative fecundity during the
subsequent spawning period
IS
RccruitmeDt potential represented by the weight of farmed cod rdeasedinto
Newfoundlandbays would beunderestimated if one simplyused fecundi ty-weight
relationships based on wild cod(eg . May 1967; Pinhom 1984). My data indicat e that
feedingcod to satiation over four growth seasonsresulted in greatly advanced fecundity.
Cod from Trinity Bay fiumed over four growth seasonsand fed to satiation obtained
fecundities2-4 times that of theirwil d counterparts (Figures 1_6. 1.7) . Good condition. as
a result ofsatiared feeding. of the fanned codafter spawning likely result ed in high
fecunditiesthe roDowingyear. Kjesbueta/. (1991) found that cod with high condition
factors produce more previtellogenic oocyt es and useda larger &action durin g
viteUogenesis. Few oocyt es, < 2SO ~m. wereobserved in the ovariansamplesof the
fannedcod indicatingthat most oocytes were maturing,Dr that theovariantissue
examined undenampled the IameI1ae co ntaining small oocytes.
Whether released farmedcod will continue to prod uce more eggs, compared to
their wild cou nterparts. in subsequ ent yearsafter release hasyet to bedetermined . Kjesbu
el at (1996) suggest ed that for codraised in the labocuory. high reprodu ctive investment
in oneseason negativdy affectedegg productionand gro wth in the followingseason. The
resu1u ofthiJ studydemonstmc that in the post-spawning conditi on, fanned cod have a
relatively highco ndition factor (K) andliver index (HSI) (see Tab le 1.2). Even if egg
production offumed cod is reduced in the secondseason after release, they may still have
a greater fecundity thanwild cod .
I.
Tab le 1.1: Fecundity data from Atlantic cod.Gadusmorhua. sampled at the
Gooseberry Cove fishfarm on April 4. 1996. Theovary sample number
corresponds to the fish number in AppendixE. Fish5 and 12 hadhydrated
oocytes . Three sub-samples (denoted a.b and c) were taken from each
ovary . Fee. is the potential feamdity.
sample sample sample Fee. sample samp le sampl e Fee.
we oocytes WI. oocyt es
(#) (g) (if) (10') (if) (8) (#) (10')
I . 0.154 2825 7.67 9. 0.137 1316 5.80
Ib 0.208 3706 7.45 9b 0 .149 1436 5.82
I. 0. 174 3167 7.61 9c o.us 1064 5.59
2. 0.119 2062 7.21 10. 0.169 1075 3.32
2b 0.126 2025 6.69 lOb 0.175 1238 3.69
2. o.ns 2661 8.20 '00 0.160 1169 3.8 1
3. 0.156 2540 8.11 110 0.158 2285 5.03
3b 0.267 4266 7.96 lib 0.129 2082 5.62
3. 0.189 3093 8.15 II. 0.146 1724 4.12
4. 0.218 246. 6.76 12. 0.167 429 2.92
4b 0.146 1795 1.35 12b 0.128 314 2.79
4. 0.219 2579 7.04 12< 0.241 .25 2.95
5. 0.241 488 2.54 lJ. 0.107 1110 3.96
5b 0.299 4'0 2.0 1 IJb 0. 118 1353 4.15
5. 0.161 320 2.49 ue 0.251 2753 3.97
.. 0.160 2269 4.28 14. 0.153 1824 5.75
.b 0 .151 2065 4.13 14b 0.197 2512 6.15
ec 0. 143 2031 4.29 '40 0.117 1481 6.10
7. 0.133 1208 4.27 IS. 0.234 1831 5.57
7b 0.133 1280 4.52 l5b 0.188 1401 5.31
7. 0.150 1381 4.33 IS. 0.259 2006 5.52
,. 0.136 1072 4.40
'b 0.[24 942 4.24
ae 0.111 '01 4.03
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Table 1.2: Mean(± 1 s.d.) condition factors for farmed andwildAtlantic cod, Gadus
morhua. fromTrinityBay. NF. K:::Fulton's condition factor. Kg" Fulton's
condition factorusingguttedweight. HSI ::: bepato-somatic index. GSI ""
ganado-somaticindex
Date K K, HSI(%) 051(%)
farmed 17 Apr 95 242 1.22 (0.16)
wild 24 Apr 9S 267 0.85 (0.10)
fanned 7 Sept9S 45 1.23 (0.12) 1.00 (O.I) 12 (1.68)
wild 26 Sept 95 49 0.98 (012) 0.82 (0.1) 7.12 (182)
fanned 4 Apr 96 15 1.27 (009) 0.90 (007) 12 3 (1.67) 10.59 (3.95)
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Figure 1.1: A map of Newfoundland showiIlgTrinityBay.
1 D Uli
Trinity Ba y
Figure 1.2: TheRAndom lsWJdregion in westernTrinity Bay, with locations of
Gooseberry Cove cod farm (square), East RandomHead (star) where the farmedcod
wen originally trapped during June 1992, and site in Smith Sound (diamond) where
wild cod were capturedin April1995 and tnnspocted to the farm for sonic tagging and
release. CircJe denotes location of wild cod sampledin September 1995.
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Figure 1.4:Whole weight (kg)versuslength(em) forfarmed Trinity Bay
cod(n = 242) sampledon 17 April1995compared to wild Trinity Bay cod
(n e 267) sampled fromSmithSoundon 24 April 1995.
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Figure 1.5: Gutted weight (kg) versus age (Years) for farmed Trinity Bay cod
(n '"'45) sampled on 7 September 1995 compared to wild Trinity Bay cod
{n e 49) sampled from Smith Sound on 26 September 1995.
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Figure 1.6: Potential fecundity(millionsof oocytes) versus gutted-giUe<!
weight (kg) for farmed Trinity Bay cod(n = 13) sam pled on 4 April 1996
compare d to wi ld northern Gran d Bank cod (n ::a 21) reported by May (1967).
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Figure1.7: Potential fecundity (millionsof oocytes) versus length(em) for
fannedTrinityBay cod(n = 13) sampledon 4 April 1996 compared to wild
Trinity Bay cod (n so 78) reported by Pinhom (1984)
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Figure 1.8: Potential fecundity (millions ofoocytes) venus age (Yean) for
farmed Trinity Bay cod (n - t3) sampled on 4 April 1996 compared to wild
Trinity Bay cod(n « 78) reportedby Pinhom (1984) .
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Wild A B Kjesbu& Holm
Experiment
Figure1.9 : ReJative fecundity (thousands of oocytes)forfumed cod (A ...
fannedPlacentia Bay cod. see Wroblewski et al 1997. B '"farmedTrinity
Bay ecd, thisstudy), wildcod (Buzeta& weiwccd 1982). and laboratory
cultured cod(Kjesbu & Holm 1994). Verticallin cs are 95% confidence
limits.
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CHAPTE R 2
Spawning behavior and egg vlab///ty of'farm ed cod
In April. 1995 female fish wert randomly selected from both the cod farm in
Gooseberry Cove andfrom codcaught in Smith Sound. Trinity Bay to compare their state
of gonadal development. A spawningcage was installed at the fann in May, 1995 to
determine the spawning period of the farmedcod, and to investigate the viability of their
eggs Eggs were collected from the spawning cage periodically and transported to the
Marine Science Research Laboratory (MSRL) in LogyBay, Newfoundland where egg
quality analyseswere conducted. The rationale for these tasks was to test the hypothesis
that farmed codspawn and produce viableoffspring.
2.1 Materi als and Methods
Oocyte sa mpling of eapertm ental and wild cod
On April 17·18, 1995, 100randomly selected farmed fish were cannulated to
determine sex and collect gonadal biopsies (see Chapter I for description of technique)
Ovarian tissue collected from females was preserved in vialscontaining 1% buffered
fonnalin for 6-12 months before beingexamined. Fork length (to the nearest 0.5 em) and
whole weight (± 10 g) was recorded for each fish. Of the 100 fish biopsied. 75 were
female(Appendix A). Examination of the ovarian tissue involved measuring the diameter
of 100 randomly selected oocytes from each fishusing a dissecting microscope with an
ocular micrometer (to the nearest 0.1 mm), andthen pooling the results for the entire
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grou p (AppeDdixF). Kjesbu (1994) dcmonstnled that measuring two axes per oocyte
00 n8 and short diameter} wasmort precisethan measuringone axis. but the difference
was insignificant when comparing groups rather than individuals . Hence only one
diamet er per oocyt e was measured .
On Apri124-25 , 1995, 100 wild fish were randomly selected from cod caugh t in
Smith Sound . The fish were caught by the C.R.V. Shamookusing an otter trawl (see
Chapter 1). Fork Ieogtb(to the nearest an) and wboleweigbt(± 5 g) wasrecorded for
each fish. Of the 100 fish sampled. 51 wer-efemale (Appendix B). Ovarianbiopsies and
oocyte measurements were performed in the same manner described for the fannedcod
above (App<ndix G).
Spawning period aad eggC:Ol1KtiOD
To facilitatethe collection of fertilizedeggs at the farma spawningcage was
constructed and installedadjacent to the farm . The spawning cage measured 3m x 3m x
4m deep and includeda tarpaulin apron suspended from the cage surface to a Im depth.
The apron wasusedto temporarily keep spawned eggsfrom passingthrough the cage
mesh. Fifteen female and live male fish were placed in the spawning cage at • stocking
density sufficiatt to encourage spawningactivity without promoting aggressivebehavior
among the males (Joe Brown, ose. St. John ' s, NF, pen. comm.). In early May 1995 fish
were randomly selected from the cod farm.and sex dete rmined bycannulation, until the
required numberof each gender was obtained. The fishwert: immediately placed in the
adjacent spawning cage.,thusminimizing the amount of stress caused by handling.
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SpawningwasDIOnrtored by coUeding eggs from the spawningcageon • weekly basis
until alI females werespent . Lengths andweightsof the 20 fish in the spawning cag e were
recorded on July 6 after spawning wascom plet e (Tab le 2.1).
Ovari es of wild codco llect ed from Smith Soun d on Ma y 4, 1995 we re examined
visually to determine maturation stag e (Appendix H) . The fish werecaugh t in Smith
Sound., using the otter trawl described in Chapter I . Two tows were performed on the
same day in clo se proximity to one another (tow I at 48° 11.94 'latitude by 53° 34 .46'
longitude. n - 36 lish,;tow 2 &1480 09 .79' latitude by 53° 40 .19' longitude.n - 64 fish).
Theseevades, in conjunction with the cannulation data.tak en 24-25 April. 1995 fro m wild
Smith Sound cod, were compar ed with fanned codto estimate initial timingof spawning.
Fertilized eggs were collected from the spawning cage on eleven dates between
earl y May and late June. The eggs were rem oved from the spa wning cag e with a luge
aquariumdip net and placc:d in plasticbagscontainingapproximatdy one litre cfwater
taken from the spawning cage. The bags were then sealed and placed on ice in • cooler.
To maintainwater temperature in thecooler the bags were kept out of direct contact with
the ice by usingnewsprint. Water temperature in the bags was recorded and the eggs
were then uansponed to theMS Rl. (3 hourhighw ay tri p). Thewater tem pera tur e was
recorded again at the MS RL. The change in tempe rature was insignificant (-0.10c).
Several attempts wer e made throughout the mo nth ofJuly 1995 to collect
fertilized cod eggs in the Random Island regio n of Trinity Bay. A neusto n net was used
for sampling the wat ers aroundthe island. Thenet usedplankton mesh (333 ~) wi th a
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sealed end to minimizestress on the eggs from lowing The net opening was 28 em x 28
em, and two floats were used to keep the net at the surface. After several tows at the
surface only a few eggs were found. Therefore the floats were removed and the net
allowed to sink to - Im depth. More eggs were recovered from below the surface. The
eggs were stored in the same manneras eggs collected from the farm and subsequently
brought to the MSRL for examination. No samplesbrought to the laboratory yielded
enough cod eggs for analysis. Hence comparisonof eggs from fanned cod were made to
published data on eggs from wildnorthern Atlanticcod.
Eumination of tggs in the l.abon tory
Once at the MSRL, eggs were placed in a large beaker and treated with a low
concentration ofWescodyne (1% activated iodine) for 10 minutesto kill potentially
pathogenic bacteria andfungi (piper et al. 1982). Dead (opaque) eggs were removed and
the remainder placed in plastic incubators (- 8 litre capacity), with mesh siding to allow
water exchange, at densitiesof about 200 mJ of eggs per incubator. The incubators were
maintained in a well aerated bath. If the laboratory water temperature differed from the
cod farm water temperature by more than ± O.5°C, the bags of eggs were placed directly
into the bath until the temperatures approached equilibrium. This was required to prevent
temperature shock to the eggs coming from the field. Temperatures were recorded and the
incubators were checked for dead eggs on a dailybasis
For each batch of eggs arrivingat the lab, the stage of development was checked
using a stereomicroscope with an ocular micrometer. The diameters of thirty randomly
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samp led eggs were measured (:J:0.001 DUD). AI 100% hatch.20 larvae lengths were
recorded (TI..) . Two batchesof larvaewere transferred to 15 litre aquaria, at densities of
30 larvaell. for survivalexpcrimc:nts. Filtered andUV sterilizedseawater wasusedto
preveer any potential foodreacbing the cod larvae . Daily observations were made of the
temperature. The timeto 50% and 100% mortality was determined. Water temperature
fluctuated t- ± 0.5 OCIday) with the temperature c f the seawater inflow to the MSRL
throughout the experiments.
2:.1Results
Female farmed cod,cannulated for oocyt e development on April 11-1 8, 1995.
were significantlylarger than theirwild counterparts sampled on April 24-25, 1995, both
in length andweight (one-way ANOVA, T able 2 .2) . On avenge the farmedcod were 10
em longer and 2200 8 bea";et than the wild cod . The ovarianbiopsies revealed that 52 %
of the farmed cod were in the 6nalstage ofoocyte maturation,aDd that some may have
commencedspawning(Appendix F; Figu.re2.1). Oocytesthat are 1.0 mm or larger are in
the final stage of maturationwhich involves hydration and subsequent release into the
water column. Hydnted eggs are normally released in about threedays (Kjesbu ~I aI.
1990). All oocyte samples came from theoviduct. hence the presence of hydrated oocytes
suggests the fish hadjust spawned or will spawn in the immediate future. Approximately
30 % ofthe farmed fish had oocytes of LS mm in size; thus spawning may have started
prior to their placement in the spawningpenon May 2. 1995 (AppendixF; Figure 2.1 ).
The cage water temperature was2.O"C on April 17- 18 (see Figure 1.3).
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Wildcod from Smith Sound, TrinityBay, sampledon April24-25 (Appendix B),
one week after the farmed fish were sampled. were slightly behindin their oocyte
development. Only one wild fish had oocytes of 1.0 nun in size, while76 % had oocytes
o r O.7 mm diameter (Appendix G; Figure 2.1). The bott om and surface temperatures at
the samplingsite in Smith Sound were -0.97 and 1.6°C respectivelyon 2S April. The wild
fish were caught near the bottom in sub-zero water. Assuming oocyte maturation of the
wild cod would OCOJ f within the temperature range recorded on the day of sampling, and
using 0 .7 nun as the most advancedoocyte for the majorityoffish , an oocyte development
model for sub-zer o temperatures (Smedbo l and Wroblewski 1997) predict s the time to
initiate spawni ng wou ld be 37-46 days after the date of sampling. Therefore, the wild fish
cannulated in Aprilwould initiate spawning in late Mayor earlyJune.
Femalesfromtwo groups of SmithSound cod sampled on May 4, 1995, possibly
from the same wild aggregate sampledin late April, showed differing stages of ovary
development. Group one (n '" 36) had 19 femalesof whichonly one contained hydrated
oocytes. Group two (n '" 64) had 23 femalesof which 16had hydrated oocytes. The
mean (± SE) lengthsand weights for the two groups were 49.4 (± 1.26) em and 1063 (±
90) g, and 53.7 (± 0.69) em and 1313(± 56) g respectively. The second group was
significantly larger for both length (F l." '" 10.35, P = 0.002) andweight (Fl .97'" 6.19, P '"
0 01 5)
Egg collectionfrom the spawningpen began on May 4 and ended on June 22.
1995(Table 2.3). BetweenJune 22 and July 6 all the fish in the spawningpen finished
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spawning. Consequently on July 6 the fishwere measured and returned to the main pen.
Taken together with the cannulation data from above. the spawning period of the farmed
cod would therefore have been from mid-April to late June 1995. During the spawning
period the temperature in the penfluctuated from 2°C in midApril to 7°C by the end of
June, dropping brieflyto sub-zero on four occas ions (Figure 1.3).
Only four batches of eggs produced enough larvae(n ~ 20) for larval lengths to be
measured and only two larval batches were large enough(n • 900) for the survival
experiment (Table 2.3). There were significantdifferencesamong the mean egg diameters
of the 10 batches of eggs collected (F' ,290 = 45.95. P < 0.0005; Table 2.3), hence the range
and median were 1.294 • 1.460 nun and 1.394 nun respectively. There were also
significant differencesamong the meansof the four batches oflarval lengths «F J. 16 "" 2.84.
P ""0.044; Table 2.3), with a range and median of 4.297 - 4.450 nun and 4.35 mm
respectively. The average survival timesduring the starvationexperiments were 67 "days
and 106 "days for 50010 and 100% mortality respectively(Table 2.3) (t'Degree days" was
calculated as the sum of the average daily temperatures). Mean temperature during the
starvation experiments was 7.5°C, with minimumandmaximumvalues of 5.8°C and 9.3°C
respectively.
2.3 Discussion
During 1995, the farmedcod initiated spawningaround mid April and finishednear
the end of June, approximately the same spawning window observed for wildcod in
Trinity Bay (Smedbol and Wroblewski 1997), The initiation of spawning coincided with
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warmingof near surface waters ofGooseberry Cove above 2°C . At the MSRL captive
cod start spawning when the water temperancereachesabout 20<:(Larry Crim, ose. St.
John 's. NF, pen. comm.) . Thus it appears that the farmed cod exhibited typical spawning
time. The wild cod in Smith Sound appeared to beginspawning around the beginning of
May, at least for larger females, which is very close to the start ofspawning for the fanned
cod. Having overlap in the spawning periods offarm-beld and wild fish is encouraging for
the grow-out and release enhancement strategy . After release. farmedcod would be
spawning at the same time as the wild cod, thus increasing the likelihood that farmedand
wild cod would interbreed (See Chapter 3 for evidence that released farmed and wild cod
integrated). It also suggests that both farmed and wild cod respond to the same
environmental cues for the timing of spawning. Even thoughthe wild cod were caught in
sub-zero water , the surface layer was approaching 2°C. It's possible that periodic, vertical
migrations (Wroblewski et al . 1995) ofthe wild cod into the warm surface water provided
the stimulus to initiate spawning .
Smedbol and Wroblewski (1997) estimated a spawning period of mid-June to mid-
July for inshore Trinity Bay cod for the years 1991 and 1992. Why is this spawning
period at a later time ofyear than what was observed in 1995 for wild Trinity Bay cod?
The fish sampled in Smith Sound may not bea component of the bay stock and further
sampling in Iune and July may have revealed cod spawning inshore . There may have been
changes in the environment (cold temperature) during 1991-1992 that would cause a delay
in spawning. Hutchings and Myers (1994b) found significant interannual variation in
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spa wning timefor cod stocks 0 0 Grand Bank:and St Pierre Bankwith expected variations
up to 48 days. Then: may alsohave beenspawningin Trinity Bay from May througb to
the end ofIuJy. sincesome cod eggswerecollectedin the wild during July. 1995. The
narrower spawning window of the wild cod sampledin 199 1 and 1992 compared to the
farmed 6sh is easilyexplained. Well fed fishproduce more eggs (see Chaptez-I) , More
eggsresult in more batches to release, and more batchesresult in a longer spawning
period (sec Kjesbu et 01.1996. and Hutchings and Myers 1993 for a discussi on of the
eco logical implications ). The spawning period c fthe farmedcod was similar in dura tion
to No rwegian cod raised from the egg (Kjesbu 1989).
The wild fish cannul ated in April were not expected to spa wn until late May or
earlyIune based on theoocyte development model. yet fish ofsmallcr size sam pled in
early May showed the majorityof femaleshadhydnted oocytes. The assumption of
constant temperature may have caused an ovtrestimationof the time to initiate spawning.
Cod willlikdy move into warmer wee- prior to spawning(Wroblewski et aI . 1995) and
tbJs speedup the process. sincetime to spawningand spawning period are dependent on
temperature (Kjesbu 1994) .
Kjesbu (1994) reviewed studies on both NOfWegian and Icel andic cod that suggest
larger cod spawn earlier in the wild, yet could not finda significantrelationship between
fish length and time of spawning for Areto-Norwegiancod. Larger cod from the northern
Gu lfof St. Lawrence started to spawn earlier thansmaller cod during 1993-1 99 5 as
evident fro m trawl catc hes (Ouellet et aL 1997). Hutchings and M yers ( 1993) found that
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smaller cod spawn earliest in the wild based on analysis of46 years of research trawl
survey data from the Northwest Atlantic . The results of this study suggest that larger
females in cod farms spawn earlier than in the wild, but caution is advised since the sample
sizes were relativelysmalland onlyone spawningseasonwas studied. It was also
apparent that the aggregate of cod in Smith Sound were at various stages ofdevelopment
depending on what location was sampled .
Several of the egg batches transported to the MSRL had high mortality prior to
hatching and immediately after hatching (high numbers of larvae with bent spines) . Thus
only two batchesproducedenoughlarvaefor the starvationexperiments Of the eggs that
did survive in the lab, their diameters and larval lengths were similar to wild eggs and
larvae (Miller et 01. 1995; Pepin et al. 1997). The survival times for larvae wit hout food
were quite long and likely comparable to wild larvae . At the MSRL cod eggs are
successfully raised to metamorphosis from farmed codbroodstock, suggesting that cod
held and fed in captivity will produce good larvae (Gotceitas et al. 1996)
There are several explanations why highmortality was observed with the eggs
collected at GooseberryCove cod farm. First. vibrations and shaking ofeggs in the early
stages of development (during transpo rtatio n to the MSRL) may have caused high levels
of abnormalities and mortality (Hempel 1979). All the eggs collected at the farm were in
the early blastodisk cleavage stage . and three hours of transportation may have been
stressful for them . Collection ofeggs in the later stages ofdevelopment was not possible
since retention time in the spawning pen was low .
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Secondly, some eggs collected at the farm may have come from poor quality
batches. Cod are batch spawners and may produce 15-20 batches of eggs throughout the
spawning seaso n (Kjesbu 1989). Egg quality is direct ly related to batch number with
highest viability during period of peakspawning (Kjesbu 1989; Kjarsvik 1994) . As
spawning progresses, egg size decreases such that egg dry weight is reduced by 20-30010
from the first to the last batch (Kjesbu 1989). In my study, eggs came from a gr oup of
female cod rather than individuals Thus it was impossible to track individual fish for peak
spawning and egg quality. Egg diameter did no t decrease with batch number since batches
were mixed. Therefore, it was possible that many samples collected were from earlyand
late batches of individual fish. Peak spawning may have occurred during late Ma y and
early June at the farm since batches of eggs collected during that time were the most
viable (eggs produced enough larvae for survival experiments , Table 2.3)
Thirdly, it hasbeen well documented that the nutritional state of brood stock fish is
critical for the production ofviable eggs in teleost fishes (reviewed by Luquet and
Watanabe 1986; Kjersvik et al. 1990; Bromage et al. 1992). Fanned fish may require a
diverse group of "natural feeds" to optimize production ofviable eggs. While the farmed
Trinity Bay cod were fed a diet that consisted ofcapelin, herring, o r squid, the feed may
have lacked essential nutrients required for improved production of viable eggs .
Finally, there was the stress of handling the cod . The spawning fish were removed
from one pen, cannulated to determine sex, and placed in an adjacent pen at the beginning
or during their spawning cycle. This shon term exposu re to stress may have been a
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precursor (orpoor egg viability. Stress during thespawning seasoncausesspawning
activityto beout of phase with ovulatio n, leading to poor viability of the eggs (KjlJt'SVik
1994) . Placing fish in the spawning penwell in advanceof spawning may alleviat e this
problem in future studies by allowing a periodof recoveryfrom stress .
The hypothesis. that farmedcod would spawn in sea cag es similarly to wild cod.
would beaccepted if comparison to SmithSoundcod were used as a criterion (te . similar
time to initiate spawning). Damage by uansporwion of tbe eggs cannot be dismissed as a
cause of mortality. Future studies should euminc the viability o Ceggs from captive wild
codon site (at the farm) .
Table2.1: Datafrom15 female and5 maleAtlantic cod. Gadusmorhua, placedina
spawningcage at the Gooseberry Cove cod farm. Thefish were placedin
the spawningbagon May2, 1995, butthe datawas collectedon July 6,
1995 after all fishwerespent. Fertilized eggs werecollected fromthese
fishthroughout the spawning period. Noneof these fishhadL branchialis
parasites.
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fish # tag # length
(pink) (em)
1 k50251 68.0
2 k50252 67.0
3 k50253 71.0
4 k50254 67.0
5 k50255 66.0
6 k50256 70.0
7 k50257 61.5
8 k50258 69.0
9 k50259 69.5
10 k50260 66.5
II k50261 66.0
12 k50262 66.0
13 k50263 725
14 745
15 645
16 80.5
17 71.5
18 67.5
19 66.0
20 685
whole
weight
(g)
2830
3190
3850
3460
3320
3510
2930
3540
3860
2960
3940
3180
3600
4340
2700
5190
3640
3370
2970
3340
(MIF)
M
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
F
F
M
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
Table 2.2 : Size affarmed and wild female Atlantic cod.Gadusmorhua, that were
cannuJatedfor oocyte developmentin April, 1995 (Appendix A, B). ANDVA
resultsare given as p:Fwhere Fbs dfl,I24 for length. and 1,123 for weight
(one fish was not weighed) .
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median
funned
w;Jd
ANOVA
7'
s
67.6 (0.6)
'7.7(0.9)
<0.001 : 95.3
68.0
57.0
3911 (100)
17I8 ( 10' )
<0 .001 : 2IS .S
3900
1558
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Table2.3:CoUection dates in 1995 of spawncdAtlantic cod, Gadusmorlrua, eggs
fromGooseberry Cove codfarminTrinity Bay. Temp. " temperature at the
codfarm Quantityisvolume (mI) of eggs collected. Egg stage represents egg
developmentor numberofblastomeresat timeof arrival at the MSRL. Egg
diameters weremeasured on arrival (nc 30). Larval lengths wererecorded at
100'Y0 hatch(n a 20). Survivaltimewastimefor SOOJi and100'/0mortality with
selectedlarval. batches. Numbeninparenthesesare standarderrors. "." - not
measuml .
date temp. quantity labtemp. egg diameter
1995 L9 (mil (og stage (mm )
length
(nun)
May 4 100 2.1 4-16 1.333 (.0 10)
May? <50 1.2 diod
May 12 1.0 200 1.3 4-16 1.294 (.oo7)
May IS 1.5 <50 2.1 1.296 (.008)
May 19 3.5 <50 2.2 1.460 (.OIO)
May 29 5 0 200 4.3 8-16 1.454 (.006) 4.297 ( .032) 79 & 108
Iune2 4.5 200 3.1 16--32 1.4 18 (.0 11) 4 .362 (.029) S5 & 104
lune6 6.0 250 5.0 16-32 1.390 (.009)
June 12 5.5 100 5.5 32-64 1.399 (.009) 4.450 (.047) -
June 16 5.5 300 6.4 16-64 1.400 (.0 10)
Iune 22 6.4 200 6.5 64-128 1.311 (.006) 4.388 (.042) •
100 .,-,-,-n-,-,-,-,-,-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-n 42
90
80
70
60
J SO
40
30
20
10 I
_ fanned (D - 75)
CJ wild (n -SI)
1-11.
0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.1 1.3 I.S 1.7 1.9
Oocyte diameter (mm.)
Figure 2.1: Percent of fanned Trini ty Bay codsampled on 17 April 1995
and wild Smith Sound cod sampled on 24--25 April 1995 with oocytes of
each diame ter.
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CHAPTE R 3
Post-release movements and survival01fa rmed cod
It was essen tial to determi ne iflong-term captivity (farming) modified cod
behavi or so that it seriously impeded post-release survival and reintegrat ion with the wild
population. Therefore on May 1-2, 1995, 20 fanned and 17 wild adult cod from Smith
So und, Trinity Bay were released togeth er at the Gooseberry Cove cod farm afte r being
surgically-implanted with pinger transmitters. To test the hypot hesis that fanned cod
wou ld remain at the release site longer than wild cod, the presence of sonic ally-tagged fish
near the farmwas continuously monitored. A second objectiveof the sonic tagging and
tracking experiment was to determine if farmed cod wou ld reintegrate wit h wild bay cod
after their 3 yea rs ofcaptivity. To test the hypothesis that released farmed cod woul d
reintegrate with wild cod. reloca tion sites of sonically -tagged fish in T rinity Bay were
compared between farmed and wild cod through out seve ral months pe st-release. As well,
reca pture loca tions of farmed andwild cod, tagged below the dorsal fin with T-bar
ancho r, external tags, wer e docum ented and co mpared to see if bot h groups offish were
being caught in similar locations .
3.1 M.t~riab and Merheds
Tagging or farm ed and wild cod
The farmed cod (see Table 3.1) were initially caught in a cod trap during June
1992, near Eas t Rand om Head (see Figure 1.2) and remained at the cod farm in
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Gooseberry Cove for three years prior to release Wild cod were caught in Smith Sound
on April 25, 1995 (see Table 3.1) andtransported to a holding penadjacent to the farm
prior to the release (see Figure 1.2)
On December 8, 1994,20 fanned cod ranging in length from 57 .5 to 74,S em and
weighing 3-6 kg (Table 3.1) , were removed from the pen and fitted with pinger
transmitters. The sonic transmitters (VEMea Ltd . VI6-6H. 9.0 em long and 1.6 em in
diameter, 34 g weight in air) were implanted into the body cavities offish anesthetized
with MS-222 (Jolly et al 1972) following the surgical procedures described by
Templeman and Fleming (1962). The sonicaIly-tagged fish were then returned to the pen
where they remained for 5 months until the day of release (May I or 2, 1995) . The VI6-
6H transmitter is powered by a lithiumbattery that allows signal emission for about 196
days . The transmitters were deactivated (sleep mode) until1ate April, 1995 to conserve
battery life. Individual fish were identified by frequency (SO, 60, 65 .5, 69 or 76.8 kHz)
and pulse period (specific values in the range 1000·1700 msec) of the transmitter signal.
On April 25, 1995, 17 wild cod caught in Smith Sound were placed in tubs of
continuously flowing water, at low stocking densities, and transported to the farm site
The fish ranged in size from 62 to 89 em and weighed 2-5 kg (Table 3.1). They were
placed in a holding penadjacent to the farm on April 27 and given one day to recover
from the stress ofbeing moved . On April28 nine fish were implanted with sonic
transmitters and allowed to recover for two days before their release on May 1. The
remaining eight wild cod were implanted with sonic transmitters on May I and released on
4'
May 2.
On April25 two "'s' wild cod(89 md 92 em. md 3.6 md 4.8 kg~)
caught in Smith Soundwen: implanted with sonictrulsmitten and immediately released in
SmithSouDd. Searcbes wen: made duringthe subsequent spring and 5UlJlDle%" to relocate
.n..te=d6sb.
To ascertain the fishing monalityand movernenu of released farmedcod. 200
cage- held fishwere used in a tag and recapture experiment . OnApril 17-18, 1995, the
fish were tagged with T-bar anchor, external tag5 (Appendix A), attac hed to the base of
the anterior dorsal lin (fempl~ and Fleming 1962) . These farmedfish were released
simukaneousIy with the sonically-tagged farmedfishon May 1-2 (approximately 100 fish
per day). For comparison, 219 wild codcaught in Smith Sound on April 25 were also
tagg ed with T-bar anchor. external tags and immediately released . Information on these
fishcan befound in AppendixB.
Monitoring IOOiaUy-tagzed cod released al th e rarm
On May I. 1995 tell fannedand ninewild, sonicaUy-tagged cod were released
together at the farm. On Ma y 2 a second release wu performed with the remaining
sonica1ly-tagged fish (ten fumed and eightwild). On May I a VEMCO VR-60 receiver
was installedat the fann. The receiver utilizeda VEMCO Ltd. VH65 omni-directional
hydro phone attached at the end ofa 3 m cable that continuously monitored for the
presence/absence o fsonically-tagged cod . The maximum range of detection for the
hydrophone was 0.7 nautical miles (or 1.3km). The entire width of the cove waswithin
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the detect ion range (Figure 3.1) The hydrophone was maintained at the farm site for the
duration of the study (May 1 - July 21, 1995). The receiver recorded the time and serial
number of detected transmitt ers (fish) . The time to perfonn one detecti on cycle for all 37
transmitters was 2-3 minutes (depending on how many transmitters were present during
the cycle) . Periodic visits were made to the farm to download the data from the receiver
into a laptop computer, and also to change the 12 volt battery supplying power to the
receiver . The receiver was kept at the farm until July 21, 1995. at which time no signal
had been recorded for 30 days .
Sonicelly-tagged farmed andwild cod were relocated in Trinity Bay throughout
the months following release . Three surveys were conducted to document movements of
the fishaway from the farm site: one at 24 hrs after second release. a seco nd survey at two
weeks , and a third at 4 months . A manually operated. directional hydrophone (VEMCO
Ltd . V-I 0) attached by a three meter cable to a VEMCO VR-60 receiver was used in the
search for sonically-tagged fish that moved away from the release site .
Data analysis
The three month time series for transmitters detected at the farm was first
convert ed to data files for individual fish. Then each file was binned to 30 minute interval s
to facilitate analysis . Two-way ANOVA 's were performed on the data to test for
significant differences in time to leave the fann, among the groups (farmed andwild) and
release dates (May 1 and May 2, 1995) using MINlTAB with type I error rate a ""0 .05.
Plots were constructed of the number of fish remaining at the farm site versus time to
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explore theirinitialresponse to release (hours) and longer term behavior(days) .
3.2 Ranlts
To test whether or not the released fanned cod remained at the farm site longer
than wildcod, a time criterion hadto be assumed that would signifythe fish had left the
release site (ie. a specified amount of timewith no detection by the ornni-d irectional
hydrophone). lnitiaUythe criterion wasset at 48 hourssince this would be ample time
(based on swimmingspeed ofcod and random movement from the release site) for the fish
to leave the area ofdetecti on (Figure 3. t) . TheANOVA with a 48 hour criterion showed
a significant difference amo ng the groups (F =12.71, d.f. s 1. 33 P = 0.001) . However
the residuals were not nonnal . A randomization procedure was used to generate a p-
value that was not based on a theoretical distribution . This p-value was generated from
randomizationsof the MSE (Mean SquareError) term from the ANOVAtable, as an
indication of the model being used. The randomized p-velae (0 .007) was similar to the
theo retical p-value (0.0062) for the model after SOOO randomizations . Therefore it was
assumed tbar the p-values for each part afthe model from the ANOVA tab le co uld be
trusted (group s. release dat e. interaction) .
Since the result ofthe 48 hour criterio n showed a significant group (farmed vs
wild) effect, significance at other time criteria were tested . The results of all criteria tested
are shown inTable 3.2 . Farmed cod remained at the release site significantly longer than
wild cod for criteri a up to and including five days. For a time criterion greater than five
days. there was no significant difference in time to leave the release site between the
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groups. There was no significant differencebetween release days or for the inten.ction of
groups and release day, except foc the time criteriaof one, tOur, and five dayswherethe
interaction wassignificant. ADother time criteria alsohadnon-normalresiduals;therefore
randomizationswerepcdonned similarto the oneperf'onned on the 48 bour data.. All
randomization tests showed similar p-values to the theoretical F-distribution5; hence
theoretical F-distn"butions were used to test componentsof the model.
Since there was no significant difference between the two release days of fann and
wildcod (Table 3.2), the time to leave the release site was pooled (one release per group) .
The initial response to release indicates how long both groups may associate with the
approximately 800 captive cod remaining in the farm., or some physical aspect of the farm.
For this analysis it was assumed that 5Onica1ly-tagged codwere continuously present at the
farmunless there was no detection for . periodaf)Ominutes(Figure 3 .2). All wild cod
moved away from the farm(outside the tone of detection)by 2.S hours.,while the farm
codtook ttn.Ich longer. After 10 brs 50% aCtbe farmcod werestill present at the farm.
(Note: Several fanned fish.released withexternalT-baranchor tags. wereobserved
swimmingaround the farmin the same directionas the captive fish several hours(and
days) after being released.)
For thelong term response to release, no time criterion was assumed. lnst ead, fish
remaining within the detection zone (which was monitored continuous!y) were counted on
a dailybasis until all the fishhaddisappeared (Figure 3.3). A fish detected even once
during the day wu considered present. The majority of the wild fish left within the lint
4'
day of release while the majorityoftbe farm fish rook longer. However, an fanned cod
did eventuallyleave. After aboutfour weeks no farmedfish was detect ed It the farm.
Interestingly, three wild cod appearedoccasionally within the detection zone several
weeks after the last farmed fish wu detected.
Relocation and recapture of sonicaUy-taged nsh in Trinity Bay
Approximately 24 houn after the second release of sonicaUy.taggedfarmed and
wild fish,• survey was cooducted in and around Gooseberry Cove to dOCl1mmthow the
fishwee d.i..spening. Ten fUmedand four wild fish were found within Gooseberry Cove
(Figure 3.48). When several transmitters acein the sameareait is possable to miss a fish
whenusing the directional hydrophone. This occurs whenmultiple signals are being
received at the same time. Thus. there may have been more fish in the cove and not
identified. It is also possible to missa fish ifthe signal from the transmitter is blocked
from reaching the hydrophone (eg . a fishmaybe under a rock). Nine wild fish were
detected outsidethe cove. No farmedfishwere found outside Gooseberry Cove on this
day (May 3). lberefore ten farmedand four wild 6.sb were unaccounted for.
Approximately two weeksafter release a second survey was conduaed to locate
sonicalIy-tagged fish. Eight fish (4 fannedand4 wild) wererd ocat ed (Figure 3 .4b). No
lish were found in Gooseberry Coveindicatingall hadleft.the release site. Interestingly,
Figure 3.3 shows that one wild fishwas detected by the monitoring hydrophone at the
farm 14 days after release. This fishmay not have been presen t in the cove, or was
undetected during the time of the mobilesurvey two weeks after release. Onefarmed fish
so
was on Heart's Ease Ledgeand another in close proximity. Heart's Ease Ledge is a
spawningarea for inshore cod (Smedbol and Wroblewski 1997; Wroblewski et al. 1996)
A third surveywas conducted in August 1995, four months after release. in Trinity
Bay. The timing of this surveywas set after the wildspawning period to see if sonically-
tagged fish remained in the area after spawning. Eight fish (5 fanned and 3 wild) were
relocated during this survey (Figure lAc). Five (3 (armed and2 wild) were found in d ose
proximity (the furthest was • 0.5 km) to Heart 's EaseLedge . Again no fish were
detected within Gooseberry Cove. Two fish had dispersedfar from the release site, with a
wild cod relocated in northernTrinityBay anda farmedcod found in the southern region
of the bay (Figure 3Ac) .
The two wild cod fitted with sonictransmittersand releasedin Smith Sound on
April 25, 1995 were relocatedonly once. They were found close to where they were
tagged t- 2 nauticalmilesfurther into SmithSound) and in very shallow water (5-10 m)
on May 17 (three weeks after they were tagged) Acousticsurveysand samplingby DFO
revealed numerouscod in the area (Rose 1996).
Withinone year of release, fivesonical ly-tagged fish(3 farmedand I wild) were
caught by fishers(Table3.3). Figure 3.5 shows the sites and dates where fishers caught
the fish. Two fanned and one wild fish were recaptured in the second year after release;
one fanned cod in the Random Island region. This is further evidence of a resident bay
cod population in TrinityBay (see Wroblewski et aJ. 1995)
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R«aptuns or rlSh taged with T-bar uc: hor, u ternal tags
Within ODe year of release.,IS farmedcodand 3 wild cod tagged with T-bar
anchor. external tags badbeea recaptUted.. It is possible that DOt all recaptured fish wen
~ed by fishers. Bcwevee,there is only anecdotal informationaD this . Of the219
wild fishtaggedand releasedin Smith Sound (AppendixB). three were recaptured in the
western portion ofTrinity Bay (Table 3 .4). Thirteen of the IS recaptur ed farmed fish
occurred in Trini ty Bay (Table 3.4). The majority of recaptures (12 farmed and 2 wild
fish) occurred within four months after release . The farmed fish released experienced a
higher fishing (by-catc h) mortality than the wild (control) gro up (Xl - 8.42, df - I, P <
0 .01) . Figure 3.6 shows the loca tions of the recaptured fish, which demonstrates that the
fannedcod dispersed lhroughout Trinity Bay, nther than remaining near the release site:
Fanned fishdid not remain together as a group, once released . As with sonica1ly-tagged
6sh, two fanned fish with external tags were caught near the Heart' s EaseLedge spawning
ground.
The mean sizeat release of the recapturedextemaIly-tagged fanned and wild fish
wasvery similar to the mean size ofall the fish releasedfor their respective groups. The
mean (median) length and weight of the 219 extema1ly-tagged wild fish was 56.6 (55) em
and 1605 (1465) g respectively . The means (medians) for the three reca ptured wild fish
were 54.3 (55) em and 1337 (l 330) g. The mean (median) length and weight aCme 200
extemaIly-tagged fann ed fish was66 .4 (67) an and 3614 (3570) g respectiv ely. The means
(medians) for the 16 recepneed fanned fish were 67.5 (67.5) an and 3857 (3885) g .
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3.3 Discussion
For a short period after release several farmed cod maintainedan association with
their captive counterparts remainingin the codfann, or some other aspect of the cod farm
environment . These cod may have stayed in anticipation of a feeding; yet regular feedings
had not resumed at the fann after the winter hiatus . However, this behavio r was short
lived and within two days all the farmed fishhad left the immediatevicinity . A few farmed
fish reappeared at the farm later.
Considering the long tenn response after release, farmed and wild cod did not
differ in their time to leave the release site using the five day criterion (ie . no detection for
a period of'five days) . This occurred because after five days some of the wild fish were
re-appearing within the detection zone and staying for several days. Also, as the criterion
increased, the variation within groups increased. The increased variation was like ly a
result of some fish leaving immediately while other fish remained in the detection zone for
periods of several days . Fish returning after a five day absence were considered to have
left the release site since their return may have been coincidence, or the habitat within
Gooseberry Cove may have been suitable for the fish. If the fish were associating with the
cod captive at the farm site, then one would have expected returns to the release site
throughout the three month post -release period. This did not occur. This in itse lf is
important, because farmed cod from this study did not become domesticated, but rather
moved away to a spawning site , It also suggests that if one plans to use this "grow-out
and release " method as a form of enhancement, then one would want to release the mature
I
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fish 1%least threeto four weeksprior to spawning to ensure that fish will move away from
the release site.
During thesurvey one day after release of the sonic:alty-tagged fish.it was evident
that the farmed fishwere slow er to move out ofGoosebeny Cove than the wild fish.
After being in captivity for threeyears the farmedfish may have beenreluctant to swim
into a new environment. Two weeks after the release. relocated farmed fish were still
closer to the farm site than relocated wild fish, even though no fish were detected within
Gooseberry Cove. This again suggests that fannedfish may DOt have moved away from
the release site as quickly u thewild fish. However , four months after release . three
farmed and two wild fish were reloca ted at or near Heart's EaseLedge suggesting that
farmed and wild codwere reintegrating.
For the recapture data on both the sonicaUy-tagged fish and the fish with external
tags. there was an unexpected result In both cases farmedfish hada higher pose-release
fishingmort ality within the 6m 3 months after release. Therecould be several reasons
why this occurred. FICSt. threeyearsin captivity withad libitum feeding produced farmed
fish that were signifkantly larger11agethantheirwild count erp arts . These larger fish
maybemore 5USCept1ble to beingcaught in the fishinggillnetsin use (size selective
mortality) . The size (at re lease) of recaptured farmed fish was evenly distribu ted about the
median size of the group . and this may have beenthe size range most susceptible to
capture.
Secondly. released farmedfish may have badan attraction to nets sincethey were
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accustomed to nets for several years Once released a fanned fish may have approached a
fishing net in anticipationof a feeding and then becameentangled. Sincethe majorityof
released farmed cod were captured within three months post-release , it may be that it
takes about three months for fanned cod to readapt to the wild. The farmed cod from this
study were in captivityfor three growth seasons prior to release; thus, if only one growth
seaso n is required to advance fecundity (see Chapter 1), then post-release fishing mortality
maybe lower.
Finally, farmedcod were maintainedin captivityin near-shore, shallow water
throughout the experiment, and they may have become acclimated to those oceanographic
conditions. In May, 1995, when the cod were tagged and released, their short term
response may have been to move along the coastline in shallow water where fishing gear
such as herring nets and lumpfish nets are often set (most prevalent fishing gears for
captured fish. see Tables 3.3 and 3.4) . However , the two wild cod sonically tagged and
released in Smith Sound were also observed in very shallow water . with numerous other
wild cod during mid May. This shallow water behavior is common during the spring
(Wroblewski et al. 1995). By late September fanned cod appeared to be moving into
deeper water . as indicated by two transmitter fish caught in 1995 and 1996 at 230 and 92
m respectively .
The recaptures of farmed cod were anomalously high during the first 3 months
after release within Trinity Bay. However there were also a few farmed and wild fish
being caught in the Random island region during the second year after release (both for
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cxtcmally and sonica:Dy-tagged fish). This is consistent with historicaltaggingdatafrom
DFO for theRandom IsJand region (Wroblewski et aI. 1996) whichsuggests the farmed
TrinityBaycod mayhave been part ofa non-migratory, inshorespawningstock.
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Table3.1: Infonnation on the 37 scnicallytaggedcodreleasedMay 1-2, 1995 at the
farmin GooseberryCove, Trinity Bay.
fish group VEMCO length weight release
# ta8# (em) (kg) date
I fanned 1265 64.5 4.0 May 2
2 fanned 1266 69.0 4.1 May 2
3 fanned 1267 71.5 4.3 May 2
4 fanned 1268 70.0 4.5 May 2
5 fanned 1269 720 5.1 May 2
6 fanned 1270 76.0 6.0 May 1
7 farmed 1271 57.5 3.0 May I
8 fanned 1272 71.5 5.3 May I
9 fanned 1273 68 .0 4.5 May I
\0 fanned 1274 720 3.8 May 1
II fanned 1275 68 .5 4.5 May 2
12 farmed 1276 64 .0 4.0 May I
13 fanned 1277 66 .5 4.6 May I
14 fanned 1278 67.0 5.5 May 2
\5 fanned 1279 71.5 45 May 2
16 farmed 1280 69 .0 4.8 May 1
17 fanned 128\ 70.5 4.9 May 2
18 fanned 1282 74.5 5.2 May 1
19 fanned 1283 67.5 43 May I
20 farmed 1284 68 .0 4.3 May 2
2\ wild 1438 67.0 2 .5 May 1
22 wild 1439 62 .0 22 May I
23 wild 1440 78.0 4.8 May 2
24 wild \44\ 63 .0 2.3 May 2
25 wild \443 75.0 3.2 Mar 2
26 wild \444 65.0 2 .5 May I
27 wild \445 62 .0 2.2 May I
28 wild 1446 79.0 4.0 May I
29 wild \447 63.0 2.3 Mar 2
30 wild 1448 73.0 2.8 May 2
31 wild 1449 75.0 47 May I
32 wild 1450 64 .0 20 May 2
33 wild 1451 64 .0 2.4 May 1
34 wild 1452 890 5.3 May I
35 wild 1453 63 .0 22 May I
36 wild 1454 630 2.1 May 2
37 wild 1455 80.0 4.6 May 2
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Table 3.2: Mean time (::t. SE) to leave the release site for farmed(F) and wild (W) cod at
differercaiteria (or time . p-values and F-ratios(p:F) are from the ANOVA
table and the sources of error are intenction (utter.) release day (rd.) (ie . May I
or May 2). and group (F and W). ADF·lWio's baddf .. 1,33. END " mean
time to leavethe releasesite(00 criteria). Itemsin bokl are significant at the
95% confidc:ncelevel.
Criterion Fanned Wild pF pF pF
(clays) (bn) (hn) inter. <d group
0.12 5 15.38 (2 .96) 2.68 (113) 0 .745 : 0.11 0.200 : 1.7 1 0.001 : 13.11
0.25 17.15 (3 .31) 3.47 (1.34) 0,699 0.15 0.371 : 0.82 0.001 : 12.l4
0.5 18.88 (J .21) 6.74 (2.46) 0.976 0.005 0.392 0.75 0.008 : J .05
42.70 (8 .08) 7.97 (2.57) 0.041 : 4.SO 0.060 3.78 <0.001 : .7 .41
103.9 (20 .3) 20.0 (1.98) 0.322: 1.01 0.540 : 0.38 0.001 : 12.77
113.4 (19.8) 26.9 (lO .8) 0.] 87 0.11 0.668 0 .19 0.001: 11.79
170.7 (2l.4) 45.8 (18 .7) 0.027 : 5.36 0.082 : 3.22 <0.001 : 19.35
170.7 (23 .4) 53.2 (19.5) 0.015 : ' .57 0 .145 : 2.23 <0 .001 : 16.9.
110.7 (23.4) 93.1 (55.0) 0.540 : 0.38 0.165 : 2.02 0.170 : 1.97
170.7 (23 .4) tOS.O(57.9) 0.397 0.14 0.285 : 1.18 0.293 : 1.14
208.7 (3 1.0) 108.0 (57.9) 0.846 0.04 0.689 0.16 0 .128 ; 2.44
208.1 (3 1.0) 108.0 (57 .9) 0.846 0.04 0 .689 0.16 0 .128 : 2.44
10 208 .1 (3 1.0) 108.0(51.9) 0.846 0.04 0 .689 0.16 0 .128 . 2.44
END 2S1.3 (40 .1) 224.1(93.4) 0.188 : 1.81 0 .212 : 1.25 0 .838 0 .04
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Table 3.3 : Recaptureinformation on sonically-tagged Atlanticcod (Gadus morhua). See
Table 3.1 (fish#) for size at release. See Figure3.5 for recapture sites. FIW""
fanned/wild. All fish recapturedwithinTrinity Bay, otherwiseSB- '"Bonavista
Bay.
fish FIW date location depth fishing
# caught caught (m) gear
20 May '95 LowerLance Cv. 12 flounder gillnet
28 Sep ' 96 Hickman's Hr. 92 baitedhook
2 Jun '95 BrookCove lumpfishgillnet
23 Sep '95 W. RandomHd. 230 skate net
20 Sep '96 Foggy Rock, DB 40 baitedhook
21 W 20 Sep '95 Curly'sHr. mackerel gillnet
31 W 4 )ul '96 Clarenville 55 flounder gillnet
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Table3.4: Recapture information on Tebaranchor,extemally tagged Atlantic cod (Gadus
morhua). See Appendices A (farmed) and B (wild) for size at release. FIW -
farmed/wild. All fish recaptured withinTrinityBay, otherwise BR = Bonavista
Bay, C R - Conception Bay.
fish FIW dat e location depth fishing
• caught caught (m) geM
51 Aug ' 95 Heart's Content lumpfishgillnet
6 1 Iu1y'9S Old Bonaventure
75 Jul y "95 British Harbour herringgillnet
80 Iune '95 Heart's Desire lumpfish gillnet
84 Iuly '9S Port Raton gilInet
107 Iufy '95 Fox Head 22 lumpfish gil1net
138 Noy '9S Brookcove herringgillnet
139 Junc '95 Green's Harbour 20 gilInet
148 Jun e '95 Heart 's Ease Ledge lumpfishgillnet
167 Iuly '95 Plate Cove Hd. B.B. lobster pot
194 Junc '95 Bay de Verde C.B. lumpfishgilln ct
195 Nov ' 95 Upper Deer Harbour herringgillnet
196 Sep '96 St. Jones Within hook and line
204 May '95 Dildo herring gillnet
207 Iuly '95 White Rock lumplishgillnet
208 Oct '95 Thcrnlea gilInet
196 W July '95 Horse Chops lumpfishgiI1nct
206 W June '95 Petley 25
2 17 W Apr ' 96 Lower Lance Cove herringgillnet
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Figure 3.1: Study region of Trinity Bay where sonically-tagged farmed and wild codwere
released . The fishwere released on 1-2 May 1995. The release site was the Gooseberry
Cove cod farm (square) . The shaded cone represents the hydrophone detection range.
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Figure3.2: Thepercentage of fishremaining at therelease site (cone of detectionby the hydrophoneshownin
Figure 3.1) at various limes (hrs.) afterrelease. Fishwere assumed10bepresentunless no signal was recorded
for30 consecutive minutes ~
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Figure 3.3: Percentage offarmcdand wild coddetectedby thehydrophone atthe farm at various times(days)
afterrelease. The graphbreakrepresents threedays of equipmentfailure. ~
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Figure 3.4a : Sites of relocation of sonically-tegged cod on 3 May 1995 (48 and 24 hours
after first and second release respectively). Light anddark circles are wild and farmed fish
respectively. Note . distributed throughout Gooseberry Cove were 10 farmed and 4 wild
fish. Area searched was inside dashed line.
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Figure JAb : Sitesof reloca tion of sonicaUy-tagged cod two weeks afterrelease . Light and
dark: circles arewild and&rmed 6sbrespectively. Area searched was coastal region
shownin figureup to 2 n mi fromtheshoreline .
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Figure 3.4c: Sites of relocation of sonically-taggedcod in late August 1995, four months
after release.Light and darkcirclesare wild and farmed lishrespectively. Area searched
wasall coastalregion ofTrinity Bay (mduding SouthernTrinity Bay - eceshown) up to 2
n mi from theshoreline .
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Figure 3.5: Sites of recapture of sonically-tagged codas of November I, 1996. Light and
dark circles are wildand farmedfishrespectively. Datesare positionednear recapture sites
(month/ year) .
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Figure 3.6 : Sites of recapture of cod that had external Tcbaranchor tags , as of November
1,1996 . Light and dark squares are wild and fanned fish respectively. Wild fishwere
tagged and released in Smith Sound (light circle) . Farmed fish were tagged and released at
the farm .
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
It may be possible to increase the spawning biomass of northern cod in
Newfoundland bays by the "grow-out and release" enhancement method. However,
reproduction in the wild of released farmed fish was not studied . Cod fed in captivity did
quite well in terms of survival. growth, and gains in fecundity , compared to their free-
living counterparts. These results are based on maintaining fish for up to four years in
captivi ty, which may or may not be the ope rational optimum for enhanceme nt. Future
research is necessaryto determine if significant gains can be made on fishheld captive for
shorter periods of time, thus reducingthe numberof years necessaryto maintainwild fish
Economic analysis of enhancemen t by this strategy was not part of this study . See the
Working Gro up on Cod Enhancement Report (1994) for a preliminary eco nomic mode l.
Captivity had no deleterious effect on spawning behavior, at least in the sea cages
Spontaneous spawning was observed throughout the years in captivity (c. Seward,
pers.c omm.). Results of egg quality tests appear to indicate no adverse effect of capti vity
but larger sample sizes are required for a conclusive answer. Transportation of eggs
shortly after fertilization may have contribute d to the increased mortal ity observed in the
egg and larval trials. As a future consideration, eggs shou ld be incubated and hatched on
site to determi ne if other factors may be contributing to mortality, such as feed quality for
the broodstock. Whether released fish spawn successfully in the wild has yet to be
determined. By examining ovaries of recaptured fish one could determine if the fanned
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female spawned, or has experienced atresia, but not ifthe spawned eggshad been
fertilized.
F'ismng mortalitywashigher within the 6rsr: threemonthsafter releasefor the
farmedcod compared to a similarsize group of wild cod in Trinity Bay. Thecaptive cod
may have grown accustomed to the net pens. thusmaking them more vulnerable to fishing
nets, or fishing mortality may have beena consequence of their large size (the ginh of'the
fanned cod wasmuch higher than for same length wild cod) . Farming wild cod.and
releasing them after only one year, should beexamined in the same manner as this study to
investigate post-release fishingmortality. The released fishdid eventually revert to a wild
state in terms of general activity, as evident from relocations of soaically-tagged
individuals and recapture locations. It is assumed that these fishbegan feeding in the wild,
sincesome were caught on baited books . A Norwegianstudy showed released juvenile
cod werefeeding like wild codwithin. few weeksafter release (Blaxt tr 1994). Future
investigations should incorporate the analysis of stomach contents of recaptured farmed
and wild cod to test the above assumption.
Identifying the progeny of released farmed fish to determine their spawning
success may bediffia1lt. It may be possible.usinggeneric techniques like nuclear DNA
microsatellite probes, to identifycod recruited to the fishery as progeny of released fish,
provided the genetic make-up of released fish is known and an appropriate sampling
scheme for genetic analyses offish recruited to thefishery is undertaken (C. Tagg art,
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Dept. of Oceanography, Dalhousie Univ., pers. comm.) . Thus another consideration for
future research is to geneticall y identify all released fish. In the present study this was not
done , but it's imperative for a stock enhancement program to have some means o f
measuringsuccessor failure(Cowx 1994). Conventional methodsof identifyingprogeny
are not app licable with this fonn of enhancemen t (e.g. genetic tagging ; Dalhle 1996) since
generat ions of offspring are not produ ced in captivity . Increases in local cod populati ons
may be considered a natural recovery . even with intervening enhancement efforts , if there
is no way to identify the progen y. During the late 1800's efforts by Adolph Nielse n mel
with such criticism(Baker etat. 1992). Nielsenattemptedto enhancecod stocks in Trinity
Bay through the release of millions of eggs , but had no way to measure the stocking
effect . With the fonn of enhancemen t investigated in this study, one is able to est imate the
potential fecundity that released fish could contribute to spawning in the bays Thus it
might provide data for recruitment models
Releas ing fanned cod to augment the wild spa.....ning biomass in Trinity Bay may
not be necessary , given that several million spawning fish were discovered in the bay
(Smith Sound ) in 1995 (Rose 1996) _ Howev er, for re-establishing a stock near extinct ion
(eg . Gilberts Bay, Labrador), enhancement may contribute significantly. This fonn of
enhancement (grow-out and release) may also be a useful method for other species around
the world .
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Appendix A: Datafromfarmed Atlantic cod. Gadus morhua, sampled atthe
Gooseberry Covefishfarm on April 17-18. 1995. L hr. =Lemoeocera
branchialis. Fish number[26] notusedin studybecauseof a tom
caudal fin. These fish were tagged andreleased on May 1-2, 1995.
fish# tag # age length whole sex Lbr. ovary
weight biopsy
(external) (yr) (em) (g) (MIF) (#) ( ')
I k50976 7 67.0 3380 F 0
2 k50977 660 2980 F 0
3 k50978 7 660 3000 F 0
4 k50979 8 64.0 3100 M 0
5 k50980 6 64.0 3050 F 0
6 k50981 6 630 2800 M 0
7 7 71.0 4440 F 0
8 6 59.0 2380 F 0
9 7 64.0 3480 F 0
10 6 560 2250 M 0
II 7 70.0 4100 F 0
12 7 70.0 4480 F 0
II 6 56.0 2080 M 0
14 6 63.0 2300 M 0
15 8 680 4 110 F 0
16 7 61.0 2280 M 0
17 7 62.0 3100 F 0
18 7 67.0 4150 F 0
19 6 71.0 5200 F 0
20 7 66.0 3660 F 0
21 7 66.0 3800 F 0
22 6 69.0 3920 F 0
23 7 67.0 3700 M 0
24 7 70.0 4300 F 0
25 7 71.0 3920 F 0
[26J 7 48.0 1750 M 0
27 7 67.0 4020 F 0
28 9 69.0 4460 F 0
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fish # tag # age length whole sex L br. ovary
weight biopsy
(external ) (yr) (em) (g) (MIF) (#) ( 0)
29 7 57.0 2020 F 0
30 7 63.0 2470 F 0
3\ k50001 69.0 4460 F 0
32 k50002 61.S 3060 F 0
33 k50003 68.0 3910 M 0
34 k50005 67.5 4360 M 0
35 k50006 60.5 2520 F 0
36 k50007 69.0 4060 M 0
37 k50008 71.0 3930 M 0
38 k50009 70.0 4110 F 0
39 k5OOl0 65.5 3850 F 0
40 k5OO11 69.5 3980 F 0
4\ k5OO 12 72.0 4390 M 0
42 k500ll 78.0 5120 F 0
43 k5OO14 70.0 4740 F 0
44 k5OO15 70.0 4700 M 0
45 k5OO1 6 63.5 3640 F 0
46 k5OO1 7 59.5 2370 M 0
47 k5OO1 8 70.0 4580 F 0
48 k5OO 19 730 5040 F 0
49 k5OO20 70.0 4500 F 0
50 k5OO21 68.0 3860 F 0
51 k5OO22 74.0 4350 F 0
52 k5OO23 730 4680 F 0
53 k5OO24 60.5 2970 M 0
54 k5OO25 63.5 2850 F 0
55 k5OO26 64.0 3310 M 0
56 k5OO27 57.0 2340 F 0
57 k5OO28 55.5 3760 F 0
58 k5OO29 55.5 2690 F 0
59 k5OO30 70.0 4300 F 0
60 k5OO31 66.5 3480 F 0
61 k5OO12 79.0 6540 F 0
62 k5OO33 67.0 3750 F 0
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fish # tag # age length whole sex L br. ovary
weight biopsy
(external) (yr) (em) (g) (MIF) (#) ( 0)
63 k5OO34 61.0 3600 F 0
64 k5OO35 10.0 4480 F 0
65 k5OO36 60.0 2690 F 0
66 k5OO31 61.0 3540 F 0
61 k50038 13.0 5240 F 0
68 k5OO39 11.0 4410 F 0
69 k5OO40 63 .5 2980 M 0
10 k50041 69.5 3840 F 0
11 k50042 11.0 4580 M 0
12 k50043 69 .5 4280 F 0
13 k50044 81.5 6110 F 0
14 k50045 11.5 4010 M 0
15 k50046 66.0 3250 F 1
16 k50041 66 .0 3130 F 0
11 k50048 12.0 5030 F 0
18 k50049 65 .5 3510 M 0
19 k5OO50 65.5 3120 F 0
80 k5OO51 690 3810 F 0
81 k5OO52 12.0 3100 M 0
82 k5OO53 66 .0 2110 M 0
83 k5OO55 12.0 4100 F 0
84 k5OO51 66 .0 3900 F 0
85 k50058 68.0 2540 F 0
86 k50059 100 4600 F 0
81 k50060 69.0 3100 M 0
88 k5006 1 69.0 4490 F 1
89 k50062 69.0 3900 F 0
90 k50063 69.0 4460 F 0
91 k50064 69.5 4980 F 0
92 k50065 10.0 3800 M 0
93 k50066 11.0 3100 F 0
94 k50061 61.0 3900 F 0
95 k50068 11.0 4000 F 0
96 k50069 63.0 3140 F 0
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fisH tag 0 age leegth wbcle L br. ovary
weight biopsy
(oxtornal) (y>-) (an ) (g) (MJFJ (0) ( 0)
97 kSOO70 63.0 3110 F 0
98 kSOO7t 6S.0 3000 M 0
99 k50072 68.0 3700 F 0
100 k50073 66.0 3540 F 0
101 kSOO74 62.0 3100 1
102 kS007S 72.0 4400 0
103 kS00 76 66.0 4)10 0
104 k50077 69.0 3190 M 0
lOS kS007 8 68.0 4240 0
106 kSOO79 69.0 3860 0
107 kSOO80 60.5 2410 0
108 kSOO81 72.0 4550 0
109 kS0083 61.0 2S00 0
110 k50084 60.0 2510 0
111 kS008S 690 3S00 I
112 k50086 72.0 SOOO 0
113 100087 67.S 3600 I
114 kS0088 6] .0 3100 0
li S k50089 10.0 4200 0
116 kSOO9O S8.0 1800 0
117 kS0091 66.0 3S00 0
118 kSOO92 67.5 3300 0
119 k50093 67.0 3300 0
120 1<50094 60.0 1900 0
12 1 k5009S 66.0 2800 0
122 k50096 69.0 3400 0
123 k50097 64.0 2600 0
124 k5009 8 64.0 2980 0
12S k50099 66.S 3380 0
126 kSOlOO 67.0 3600 0
127 68.0 3S00 0
128 kS010 1 70.0 4200 0
129 !dOlO) 70.0 44SO 0
130 k50104 68.0 4290 0
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fish /; tag # age length whole Lbr. ovary
weight biopsy
(external) (yr) (em) (g) (MIF) (#) ( . )
131 k50 105 66.0 3690 0
132 k50106 65.0 3250 M 0
III k50107 68.0 3950 0
134 k50108 67.0 3480 0
135 k50109 690 4250 0
116 k501l 0 65.0 3500 0
117 k50111 67.0 3040 0
138 k50112 69.0 4750 M 0
119 k50 114 69.0 4040 M 0
140 k50115 70.0 4100 0
141 k50116 780 4800 0
142 k50117 63.0 3280 0
143 k50118 740 5010 0
144 k50119 65.0 3300 0
145 k50120 68.0 4750 0
146 k50121 69.0 3860 0
147 k50122 60.0 2300 0
148 k50123 70.0 4500 0
149 k50124 660 4200 0
150 k50125 65.0 3370 0
151 k50127 55.0 2230 M 0
152 k50128 68.0 3500 0
153 k50129 70.0 3630 0
154 k501l0 59.0 2010 0
155 k501ll 540 2000 M 0
156 k501ll 600 3840 I
157 k50134 65.0 3060 M 0
158 k501l5 66.0 4150 0
159 k501l6 65.0 4040 0
160 k501l 7 640 3250 M 0
161 k501l8 69.0 3860 0
162 k50139 60.0 3060 0
163 k50140 62.0 3240 0
164 k50142 69.0 3800 0
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fish# tag # age length whole sex L. hr. ovary
weight biopsy
(external) (yr) (em) (8) (MIF) (#) ( 0)
165 k50143 620 2700 M 0
166 k50144 64.0 3050 0
167 k50145 64.0 3300 0
168 k50146 67.0 3750 0
169 k50 147 63.0 2750 0
170 k50148 640 2940 0
171 k50149 62.0 2900 0
172 k50150 73.0 4920 0
173 k50151 66.0 3630 0
174 k50152 58.0 2720 0
175 k50153 65.0 3180 2
176 k50154 68.0 3400 0
177 k50155 69.0 4700 0
178 k50156 69.0 4700 0
179 k50157 710 4210 0
180 k50158 680 3230 0
181 k50159 67.0 3400 0
182 k50160 75.0 5370 M 0
183 k50161 660 3600 0
184 k50162 71.0 4600 0
185 k50163 71.0 5050 0
186 k50 164 64.0 3890 0
187 k50165 67.0 3800 0
188 k50166 62.0 2840 0
189 k50167 620 3500 0
190 k50168 640 3600 0
191 k50169 65.0 3120 0
192 k50171 61.0 3120 0
193 k50172 62.0 2820 0
194 k50173 57.0 2900 0
195 k50174 71.0 4060 0
196 k50175 630 3200 0
197 k50176 70.0 3850 0
198 k50 177 68.0 4600 0
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fish # lag 1# age length whole sex L hr. ovary
weight biopsy
(external) (yr) (em) (g) (MIF) (#) ( 0 )
199 k50178 69.0 4190 F 0
200 k50181 60.0 2800 0
201 k50182 67.0 3570 0
202 k50183 61.0 2930 0
203 k50184 67.0 3750 0
204 k50185 70.0 3430 0
205 k50186 64.0 3600 0
206 k50 187 66.0 3270 0
207 k50 188 66 .0 2890 0
208 k50189 66 .0 4320 M 0
209 k50190 63 .0 2500 M 0
2 10 k5019 1 740 4300 0
211 k50 192 64 .0 2700 0
2 12 k50193 67.0 3540 0
21l k50194 74.0 6400 0
214 k50195 70.0 4480 0
215 k50196 65.0 2590 0
216 k50197 56 0 2090 M 0
217 k50198 75.0 5180 0
218 k50199 57.0 2250 1
2 19 k50200 63 .0 3060 0
220 k50201 63.0 3200 1
221 k50202 65 .0 3110 0
222 k50203 64 0 3270 M 0
223 k50204 62 .0 2700 0
224 k50205 67.0 3020 0
225 k50206 66 .0 2790 0
226 k50207 76.0 5910 0
227 k50208 66 .0 2930 0
228 k50209 65.0 30lO 0
229 k502lO 60.0 2580 0
230 k50211 66 .0 3270 0
231 k50212 710 4640 I
232 k5021l 65.0 3370 0
8S
lW>O tag 0 age length whole L b, . ovary
..,;ght bK>poy
(external) (y<) (an) (g)
"""
(II) ( 0)
233 1<50214 690 3480 M 0
234 k5021S 64.0 2100 0
23S 100216 65.0 3960 0
236 1602 17 6 1.0 30tO 0
231 k50982 61.0 3070 F 0
238 kS0983 65.0 2930 F 0
23. kS0984 62.0 3800 M 0
240 kS098S 67.0 ]270 F 0
241 160981 67.0 3SOC F 0
242 160988 67.0 2600 M 0
243 kS098. 6S.0 2650 M 0
244 k50990 n.0 4270 F 0
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Appendix B: Data from wildAtlantic cod, Gadusmorhua,sampled in Smith ISound, Trinity Bay, NF. on April 24.25, 1995. L. br. = Lemaeocera
branchia /is . These fishwerereleasedimmediately aftertagging.
fish# tag # age length whole L. hr. ovary I
weight biopsy
(external) (yr) (em) (g) (M /F) (#) ( 0)
II 5 46.0 785 F 02 5 49.0 960 F I
3 5 51.0 1070 F 0
I4 5 520 1060 F 05 5 52.0 1100 M 0
6 5 520 1215 F 0
7 5 52.0 1260 F 0
I8 5 52 0 1325 M 09 5 52.0 1330 F 0
10 5 53.0 1140 F 2
I11 5 53.0 1170 M 012 5 53.0 1205 F 0
13 5 53.0 1240 F 0
14 5 530 1395 F 0
I15 5 53.0 1465 F I16 5 54.0 1260 F 0
17 5 540 1325 F I
I18 5 54.0 1435 F 019 5 56.0 1445 F 1
20 5 56.0 1575 F 0
2 1 5 57.0 1780 F 0
I22 5 57.0 1815 M 023 5 57.0 1985 F 0
24 5 59.0 1830 M 0
I25 6 51.0 1110 M 026 6 52.0 1255 M 0
27 6 53.0 1230 M I
28 6 57.0 1400 ~I 0
I
,
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fish# tag # age length whole L hr. ovary
Iweight biopsy(extemal) (yr) (em) (g) (MIF) (#) ( 0)
29 6 57.0 1670 F 0
I30 6 580 1540 F 031 6 58.0 1640 F 0
32 6 59.0 1590 F 0
I33 6 60.0 1580 M 034 6 60.0 1660 F I
35 6 60 0 1925 F 0
I36 6 62.0 2110 M 037 6 62.0 2235 F 0
38 6 63.0 2375 F 0
39 6 64.0 2200 M 0
I40 6 67.0 2185 F I
41 7 55.0 1150 M 0
42 7 58.0 1590 F I
I43 7 62.0 1970 M 044 7 620 2455 F 0
45 7 66.0 2170 F 0
I46 8 63.0 2495 M 047 8 65.0 2120 F 0
48 8 70.0 2600 F 0
I49 8 740 3040 F 050 9 850 5730 F I
51 h4I OOI 55.0 1330 F 0
52 h4IOO2 69.0 2885 F 0 I53 h41003 53.0 1335 F 0
54 h41004 53.0 1275 M 0
55 h41005 63.0 1850 F 0 I56 h41006 5\.0 1090 M 0
57 h41007 55.0 1290 M 0
58 h41008 57.0 1620 0
I59 h41009 64.0 2140 M 060 h41010 5\.0 1275 F 0
61 h41011 65.0 2250 M 0
I62 h410 12 59.0 1695 M 0
I
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fish # tag # age length whole sex L. hr. ovary Iweight biopsy
(external ) (yr) (em) (g) (MIF) (#) ( .)
I63 h41013 60.0 1810 F 064 h41014 60.0 1765 M 0
65 h410 15 46.0 735 0
I66 h4101 6 52.0 1180 F 067 h41017 50.0 1215 F 0
68 h41018 55.0 1250 M 0
I69 h410 19 570 1440 M 070 h410 20 57.0 1495 F 0
71 h4102 I 51.0 1148 F I
I72 h41022 69.0 2725 F 073 h41023 55.0 1315 M 0
74 h41024 540 1335 M 0
I75 h41025 58.0 1795 M I76 h4 1026 54.0 1410 F 0
77 h41027 56.0 1490 0
I78 h41028 61.0 1785 M I79 h41029 58.0 1630 F 0
80 64.0 F 0
I81 h41031 55.0 1305 F 082 h41032 46.0 795 0
83 h41033 54.0 1270 M 0 I84 h41030 58 0 1675 F 0
85 h4 1034 580 1750 F 0
86 h4 1035 57.0 1645 M 0 I87 h41036 61.0 1925 F 0
88 h41037 68.0 2590 F 0
89 h4 1038 54 0 1260 F 0 I90 h41039 62.0 2170 F 0
91 h4 1040 59.0 1905 F I
92 h41041 57.0 1980 M 0 I93 h41042 75.0 3530 M 0
94 h41043 53.0 1380 M 0
95 h41044 57.0 1420 M 0 I96 h4 1045 64.0 2300 M 0
I
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fish# tag # age length whole L. br. ovary
weight biopsy
(external) (yr) (em) (g) (MIF) (#) ( 0)
97 MI046 53.0 1335 M 0
98 MI047 64.0 2010 M 0
99 MI048 640 2285 F 0
100 h41049 59.0 1810 F 0
101 h41050 65.0 2290 M 0
102 h41051 60.0 2065 F 0
103 MI052 53.0 1320 0
104 MI053 68.0 2310 0
lOS h41054 71.0 3005 0
106 h41055 56.0 1565 0
107 h41056 57.0 1690 0
108 h41057 50.0 1055 0
109 MI058 62.0 1260 0
110 MI059 590 1480 0
111 h41060 51.0 930 0
112 h41061 55.0 1375 0
113 h41062 60.0 1765 0
114 h41063 56.0 1480 0
115 MI064 550 1625 0
116 MI065 64.0 2045 0
117 h4I066 58.0 1655 0
118 h41067 54.0 1475 0
119 h41068 70.0 2475 0
120 h41069 59.0 1715 0
121 MI070 55.0 1430 0
122 MI071 64.0 2415 0
123 MI072 540 1320 0
124 h41073 64.0 2480 0
125 h41074 51.0 1990 I
126 MI075 54.0 1475 0
127 MI076 540 1400 0
128 MI077 61.0 1920 0
129 h41078 51.0 1115 0
130 h41079 78.0 3850 0
90 I
fish 1;1 tag # age length whole sex L hr. ovary
Iweight biopsy(extemal) (yr) (em) (g) (MIF) (#) ( .)
III MIOgO S2.0 1100 0
132 MI Ogl 49.0 960 0 I133 M I082 S2.0 960 0
134 MI083 SI.O 108S 0
13S M I084 62.0 19O5 0
I136 h4108S 62.0 2190 0
137 MI086 490 90S 0
138 MI087 49.0 880 0
I139 h41088 46.0 810 0
140 MI089 S70 167S 0
141 h41090 S3.0 1170 0
I142 h41091 S3.0 II SS 0
143 M I092 S7.0 IS4S 0
144 MI093 66.0 2260 0
I14S MI 094 SS.O 1380 0146 M I09S 64.0 1995 0
147 MI096 48.0 87S 0
I148 h41097 49.0 91S 0149 M I098 SI.O 1080 0
ISO MI099 S7.0 1660 0
lSI MIIOO S4.0 ISSS 0
IIS2 MilO I 79.0 3S2S 0
IS3 MII02 S4.0 1300 0
IS4 MII04 62.0 I70S 0
IISS h4110S SO.O 9SS I
IS6 M II06 S60 IS7S 0
IS7 MII07 62.0 204S 0
IIS8 MII08 49.0 1030 0
IS9 MII09 S90 1465 0
160 MillO SI.O 119S 0
I161 h41111 60.0 1620 0162 MI1I2 6S.0 2310 I
163 MI1I3 SS.O 1480 0
I164 h411 14 SS.O 1320 I
I
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fish' .... age length whoI. L hr. ovary
weight biopsy
(ext emo1) (yr) <an) (0) (MIF) (') ( 0)
16S b4IllS 49.0 1105 0
166 b41116 53.0 1205 2
167 Mi ll7 6S.0 1955 0
168 MillS 59.0 1720 0
169 b411l9 55.0 IS90 0
170 MU lO 8LO 671lS 0
17I h41121 60.0 I17S 0
172 b41122 55.0 I S60 0
173 b41123 50.0 97S 0
174 MI 124 45.0 7SS 0
I7S h4112S 67.0 166S 0
176 h41126 5] .0 1730 0
177 M Il2 7 56.0 1580 0
178 MIl2S 51.0 122S 0
179 b41l29 55.0 13SO 0
180 MillO 40.0 S20 0
181 MIll1 S6.0 1405 0
182 h41132 53.0 1315 0
183 b41133 46.0 800 0
184 h41134 UO 1195 0
18S Mil l S S6.0 1380 0
186 b41136 S6.0 IS90 0
187 b41137 54.0 1310 I
188 b41l38 66.0 2415 0
189 b41139 68.0 3010 0
190 b41140 65.0 1935 0
191 b41l 41 49.0 10)5 0
192 b41142 50.0 1145 0
193 MII43 52.0 1210 0
194 h41144 56.0 1370 0
19S h41145 62.0 1700 I
196 b41146 55.0 1330 0
197 b41l 47 55.0 1360 0
198 h41148 57.0 166 S 0
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fish # tag # age length whole sex L. hr. ovary
weight biopsy
(external) (yr) (em) (g) (MIF) (#) ( 0)
199 h41149 49 .0 1085 0
200 h4 1150 63 .0 2465 0
20 1 h4115 1 58.0 1600 0
202 h41152 52.0 1185 0
203 h41153 520 1165 0
204 h4II 54 51.0 1005 0
205 h41155 60.0 1840 0
206 h41156 53.0 1325 0
207 h41157 51.0 1200 0
208 h41158 620 1930 0
209 h4 II 59 51.0 1055 0
210 h41160 53.0 1275 0
211 b41161 52.0 1145 0
212 h41162 51.0 1225 0
21l h41163 59.0 1730 0
214 h41164 54.0 1300 I
215 b4 1165 61.0 1905 0
216 h41166 60.0 1605 0
217 h41167 55.0 1155 0
218 h41168 63.0 2040 0
219 h41169 51.0 1090 0
220 h4 II 70 62.0 2320 0
22 1 h41171 51.0 1090 0
222 h4II 72 530 1275 0
223 h4II 73 65.0 2410 0
224 h4 II 74 680 2955 0
225 h41175 50.0 1210 0
226 h41176 71.0 3100 0
227 h41177 65.0 2380 0
228 h4 1178 590 1960 0
229 h4 II 79 51.0 950 0
230 h4 1180 58.0 1690 0
231 h41181 54.0 1260 1
232 h41182 66.0 2270 0
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fish # tag # age length whole L hr. ovary
weight biopsy
(extemal) (yr) (em) (g) (MIF) (#) (.)
233 h41183 55.0 1390 0
234 h4 1184 53.0 1135 0
235 h41185 53.0 1540 0
236 h41186 63.0 1895 0
237 h41187 65.0 2180 0
238 h4 1188 51.0 1285 0
239 h41189 55.0 1390 0
240 h41190 47.0 865 0
241 h41191 47.0 1000 0
242 h41192 52.0 1165 0
243 h41193 500 980 I
244 h41194 51.0 1125 0
245 h41195 54.0 1295 0
246 h4 1196 49.0 1015 0
247 h4 1197 47.0 895 0
248 h41198 56.0 1515 0
249 h41199 50.0 1145 0
250 h4I200 56.0 1285 0
25 1 h41201 46.0 915 0
252 h41202 58.0 1810 0
253 h41203 42.0 625 0
254 h4I204 59.0 1655 0
255 h41205 45.0 785 I
256 h41206 48.0 1005 0
257 h41207 59.0 1505 0
258 h41208 58.0 1808 0
259 h4 1209 51.0 1145 I
260 h41210 550 1525 0
261 h41211 54.0 2160 0
262 h41212 68.0 2530 0
263 h41213 53.0 1410 0
264 h41214 57.0 1580 0
265 h41215 54.0 1345 0
266 h41216 51.0 1175 0
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fish # tag 1# age length whole L br. ovary
weight biopsy
(external) (yr) (em) (g) (MIF) (#) ( 0)
267 h4 1217 55.0 1470 0
268 h41218 49.0 1030 0
269 h4 1219 33.0 275 0
9'
Append;x C, Om fromfanned AIhnti <cod.G<>bu__ sampled" the Gocsebery
Cove fishfarmon Sept. 7, 1995. L bT. -Le~ bronchia/is .
Mb ' lag' '8< !<ngth wbote gutted L b.. 6vor
weight .,.;gbt .,.;gbt
(extenWj (yT) (em) (g) (g) (MIF) (#) (g)
I mi06OS9 7 70.0 4420 3640 F 0 >70
2 mi06570 7 69.5 4420 )4]0 F 0 640
3 IeS02]7 8 19.0 6670 5470 F 0 8\0
4 kS0236 7 11.0 4880 4 IIO F 0 ' 80, lOOO44 II 84.0 6430 4980 F 0 870
6 kSQ2S6 7 74.5 45S0 3680 F 0 620
7 mi06SJ2 7 73.5 4940 3970 F 0 640
8 kS0226 7 74.0 4540 3670 F 0 '30
9 mi06576 7 69.5 43]0 3190 F 0 660
10 kS02St 7 12.5 3950 3150 F 0 460
II 160233 7 69.0 4430 ) 480 F 0 6>0
12 mi0660S 6 67.0 3290 2710 M 0 390
13 mi06S29 7 680 ]950 318 0 F 0 480
14 kS0260 7 10.0 4120 3310 F 0
" 0
is kS0228 7 74.0 S200 4 160 F 0 730
16 lO023S 7 n .o 4530 3720 F 0 S90
17 !<S0230 7 n .o 4940 3950 F 0 680
18 mi06592 7 72.S 5140 4180 F 0 630
19 mi06SS0 7 n., 40'0 3490 M 0 370
20 lOOU9 6 1l .5 ) 470 3050 M 0 260
2 1 100223 8 75.5 4970 4020 F 0 640
22 160258 7 72.0 4240 3480 F 0 430
23 kS0252 7 71.0 4030 3140 F 0 620
24 mi06611 7 71.0 4960 4 170 M 0 S60
2' k50234 7 67.5 3740 2840 F 0 "0
26 kS0262 8 69.0 3830 3280 M 0 390
27 mi060S8 8 72.0 4980 4150 M 0 ,.0
28 kS0253 7 74.5 4940 4180 M 0 >20
29 IcSOlS8 7 10.5 3880 312 0 F 0 '00
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fish # tag # age length whole gutted sex L hr. liver
Iweight weight weight(ex ternal) (yr) (em) (g) (g) (MIF) (#) (g)
30 k50255 7 69.5 4360 3580 F 0 540
I31 k50227 7 74.0 5240 4400 M 0 58032 k50240 7 77.5 5670 4640 M 0 720
33 k50232 7 76.0 5290 4400 M 0 710
34 7 76.5 6320 5210 M 0 800 I35 k50263 7 75.5 4750 3930 F 0 580
36 k5026 I 7 685 4g50 4050 M 0 600
37 k50238 6 64.5 3520 2850 F 0 500 I38 k50241 7 71.0 4990 3790 F 0 740
39 kS0244 7 77.0 6020 4870 F 0 780
40 k50259 7 72.5 4950 4100 F 0 560
I41 k50243 8 74.0 5110 4030 F 0 720
42 k50242 7 78.0 56g0 4840 M 0 560
43 mi06S88 6 63.5 2770 2290 F 1 340
I44 mi06542 6 61.5 2780 2230 F 0 40045 k50257 6 65.5 3910 3240 M 0 480
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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AppendixD: Data fromwildAtlanticcod. Gadusmorhua, sampled in SmithSound,
Trinity Bay. NF, on Sept. 26,1995. L br. = Lemaeocera branchialis.
lhhO age length whole gutted L br , live<
weight weight weight
(y<) (em> (s) oo (MIF) (0) (s)
1 7 66.0 2710 2490 M 0 80
2 8 68.5 2990 2650 F 0 170
3 6 69 .0 2780 2390 M 0 150
4 6 58.0 3070 2610 M 0 270
5 5 57.0 2000 1690 F 0 100
6 5 55.0 1620 1400 F 0 130
7 6 62.5 2560 2050 M 0 260
8 7 76.5 3900 3380 M 1 240
9 5 53.0 1480 1260 F 0 90
10 7 68.0 3060 2640 F 0 250
11 7 68.0 2710 2390 M 0 130
12 6 63.0 2460 2080 F 0 220
13 6 62.0 2790 2200 F 0 240
14 7 65 .0 2720 2120 M 0 210
15 7 65.0 2440 2050 F 0 180
16 6 69.0 2880 2390 M 0 250
17 6 57.5 1930 1570 M 0 150
18 6 62.0 2450 1910 M 0 ISO
19 6 66.5 2n0 2390 F 1 150
20 6 6 1.5 2060 1810 F 0 100
21 6 62.S 2490 2 120 F 0 210
22 6 64.5 2390 2030 F 0 210
23 8 75.0 3430 3020 F 0 170
24 6 62.5 2300 1970 F 0 170
25 6 68.0 2800 2420 F 0 160
26 7 72.5 3570 3150 F 1 170
27 7 66.0 2550 2200 M 0 170
28 8 11.0 3050 2590 M 0 100
29 6 64.0 1940 1660 F 0 180
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fish# age length whole gutted L hr. liver
weight weight weight I(yr) (em) (g) (g) (MIF) (#) (g)
30 7 620 2410 2020 F 0 230
31 6 60.5 2200 1950 F 0 140
I32 6 58.5 2030 1580 M 0 19033 7 70.0 3530 2940 M 0 170
34 6 65.0 2620 2120 F 0 230
35 7 70.0 3480 3080 M 0 200 I36 7 67.5 2870 2440 F 0 230
37 6 625 2300 2000 F 0 150
38 6 59.5 2200 1800 F 0 230
I39 6 59.5 1980 1650 F 0 18040 7 71.5 3470 3050 M 0 190
41 7 61.5 2100 1710 F 0 130
42 6 58.5 2180 1710 M 0 180 I43 6 60.5 2370 2010 F 0 200
44 7 71.0 3020 2600 F 0 200
45 7 63.5 2780 2330 F 0 210
I46 8 63.0 2590 2140 M 0 25047 7 58.5 2100 1730 F 0 160
48 6 540 1710 1420 F 0 110
49 6 63.5 2510 2100 F 0 200 I
I
I
I
I
I
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Appendix E: Datafromfarmed., female Atlantic cod,Gadusmorlrua, sampled
at theGoosebmyCovefishfmn on April4. 1996. Fish S and12 had
hydrated oocyIcs. Thegillparasite L branchia/is wasnot fOund onany
of thefish.
fish 'So length whole gutted liver gill ovary
wt. wt. wt. wt. wt.
(II) 6") (em) (g) (g) (g) (g) (g)
\ 7 n.O 5520 3980 738 154 4\8
2 7 76.0 5820 4300 760 \60 4\ 6
3 6 76.0 5600 4140 700 \60 498
4 6 n.0 5700 4\ 00 830 142 598
5 7 76.0 5880 3560 762 134 1252
6 7 66.5 3480 2S4O 426 118 302
7 7 14.5 5120 3700 5n \ 26 470
8 6 73.0 4500 3240 378 130 SS8
9 7 72.0 5080 )540 592 \42 604
\0 7 17.5 4940 3560 494 146 522
II 6 70.0 4640 3400 536 92 348
12 7 82.0 7500 4980 1090 170 1136
13 6 75.0 5400 4100 756 114 362
\4 8 79.0 6580 4880 840 150 482
15 8 12.5 5060 3380 596 \24 112
Appendix F: Oocyte dill from75 female Atlantic cod, Gadw.'morhuQ, sampledattheGooseberry Cove fishfarm onApril 17·
18, 1995, Fishnumber corresponds to fishnumber inAppendix A. Count refersto numberof fish with. given
oocytesize,
fishN oocytediameter (rom)
0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 U 1.4 i.s 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0
I I 14 26 17 3 17 22
2 9 28 42 17 4
3 2 4 ' 0 18 8 3 28 13 12
5 3 12 2 1 26 18 5 13 2
7 11 15 16 29 7 2 3 11
8 IS 42 34 9
9 6 9 14 17 6 19 21
11 I 25 42 27 5
12 36 33 22
IS 22 44 30 4
17 28 49 22 1
18 2 7 42 26 18
19 2 26 34 30 5
20 10 42 42 6
2 ' 1 1 7 17 18 26 1 , 8 11
22 3 37 49 11
24 2 7 16 n 6 24 12
25 1 , 12 27 20 2 1 9 23 3 I
27 5 31 5 1 13
28 IS 23 29 17 4 I
29 I 4 10 26 19 4 13 20
30 9 18 40 27 6
§
o
N
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fish # oocyte diameter (nun)
0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0
64 15 41 35 9
65 7 II 3 \ 33 9
66 2 14 22 22 18 17
67 4 35 36 22 3
68 \ 2 27 26 27 8
70 14 3 1 33 17 3 2
72 \ 9 16 27 20 15 12
73 3 22 35 34 6
75 6 41 40 13
76 14 15 23 3 \ 2 6 10 19 7
77 8 8 22 \4 8 2 \ 17 \6
79 2 8 17 29 20 3 3 10 6 \ I
80 8 \5 36 22 \ 7 2
83 2 9 \8 33 \4 I \ 1\
84 3 20 40 27 10
85 1 4 9 4 I 2 10 38 21
86 1\ 48 36 5
88 3 2 7 19 32 13 6 10 5
89 3 4 24 1\ 8 12 2 22 13
90 7 17 25 \9 16 12
9 \ 5 25 37 27 5
93 3 13 30 32 15 7
94 I 8 13 30 \6 3 4 25
95 7 27 46 19 I
96 7 16 22 24 6 2 12 10
S
fish# oocyte diameter (mm)
0 .3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0 .7 0.8 0.9 \. 0 LJ \. 2 1.3 1.4 1.5 \. 6 L7 \. 8 \. 9 2.0
97 13 22 15 4 1 9 23 13
99 8 26 26 3 1 9
100 3 22 44 24 7
127 8 15 29 12 1 21 14
total 7 1 589 1302 1235 1024 1006 705 329 159 112 131 176 342 202 89 22
count 17 36 56 69 70 56 43 39 2 1 14 23 26 24 23 16 3
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Appendix G: Oocyte data from 5I female Atlantic cod , Gadus morhua, sampled in Smith Sound, Trinily Bay, NF, on April 25,
1995. Fish number corresponds to fish number in Appendix B. Count refers 10 numberof fish wilh. given oocyte
size.
fishII I oocyte diameter (nun)
0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 I.3 1.4 U 1.6 1.7 U 1.9 2.0
1 6 27 50 17
2 5 58 )7
3 1 14 7S 10
6 II 65 24
7 II 37 42 10
9 I 13 35 46
10233 60 5
12 4 24 45 27
IJ 1 14 58 24 3
14 34 S4 12
15 3 22 63 12
16 2 3 1 51 16
11 52 48
18 21 S9 19 1
19 28 51 21
20 I 17 37 36 9
21 2 16 61 21
23 1 5 46 39
29135 51 7
30 21 ().4 15
31 2 28 42 26
]2 23 60 17
~
fish # oocyte diameter (mm)
03 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 \.0 LI 1.2 I.J \.4 L5 \.6 L7 \.8 \. 9 20
35 23 42 )) 2
37 2 \ 16 28 23 7 7 \ 2
38 3 \0 32 42 13
45 I 15 44 37 3
47 4 42 50 4
50 7 18 47 28
51 I \4 31 5\
52 \ 52 47
53 37 47 \6
55 3 )) 47 17
60 \ 3 \ 43 25
63 I 27 51 20 \
67 2 20 45 30
70 2 30 53 \ 5
71 3 31 44 22
72 \ 8 39 49 3
76 3 23 47 27
79 \ \I 39 44 5
80 \ 9 42 44 4
8 \ 3 33 55 9
85 10 45 44 \
87 2 28 49 20 I
88 3 4 1 48 8
89 7 52 32 9
90 22 51 26 I
;;
fish # oocyte diameter (mm)
0.3 04 05 0 6 0.7 08 09 10 1.1 1.2 1.3 14 1.5 16 1 7 1 8 19 2.0
91 4 22 63 \I
99 I 17 54 28
100 10 46 37 7
102 9 48 41 2
total 33 626 1871 1600 699 202 39 7 0 0 0 0 7 12
cou nt 16 41 51 48 39 I I 3 I 0 0 0 0 I 1
~
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Appendix H: Data from wild Atlantic cod, Gadusmorhua, sampled in Smith Sound,
Trinity Bay. NF, on May 4, 1995. Fish 1 - 36 werecollected at a different
location than fish 37 - 100 (see chapter 2 for loca tions sampled) . Note the
maturitystages for femalesare: 0 =immature, 1 =eggs formingbut no
hydration and ovary is flaccid, 2 '" some hydrated eggs « 50"/0)andovary
increasing in size. 3 ,., full ovary with > 50010 hydration (spawning to occur in
immediate future). L br. ""Lernaeocera branchia/is.
fish age length whole 5CX mat. L hr.
wt. stage
(y<) (em> (g) (MIF) (#)
\ 4 37.0 405 F 0
2 5 49 .0 850 F 0
) 5 41.0 480 F 0
4 5 47.0 780 F 0
5 7 68.0 2490 F 0
6 4 39.0 4)0 M 0
7 5 49 .0 1070 M 0
8 5 53.0 1470 F 0
9 5 46.0 755 F 0
10 7 56.0 1380 M 0
II 5 46.0 890 F 2
12 5 52 .0 1030 M 0
13 5 54.0 1255 M 0
\4 5 49.0 880 F 0
15 5 51.0 1055 F 0
\6 7 62.0 2155 M 0
17 5 52.0 1330 F 0
18 6 43.0 760 F 2
19 6 57.0 1755 F 1
20 5 50.0 1090 F 0
2 \ 6 64.0 2515 F 0
22 5 44.0 775 M 0
23 5 41.0 565 M \
24 4 41.0 590 M 0
25 5 48.0 980 F 0
26 5 46,0 895 M 0
27 6 57.0 745 M 0
28 5 55.0 \260 F \
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fish ..e length whole sex mat. Lbr.
wt . stage
• Cyrl (em) (g) (MIF) (# )29 7 58.0 1685 M 0
30 5 43.0 620 M 0
31 9 600 1660 F 0
32 5 45.0 790 M 0
33 5 42.0 52S M 0
34 5 so.o 1060 F 0
3S 4 37.0 400 M 0
36 5 46.0 890 M 0
37 6 53.0 1040 M 0
38 5 60.0 16 10 F 0
39 5 53.0 1260 F 0
40 7 56.0 1425 M 0
4 1 5 56.0 1520 F 0
42 6 56.0 17 15 F 0
43 6 58.0 1450 M 0
44 5 54.0 1335 F 1
45 7 62.0 2115 F 0
46 5 47 .0 870 F 0
47 • 60 0 1560 M 048 5 51.0 IBO M 0
49 5 45.0 670 M 0
50 5 45.0 745 M 1
51 7 61.0 2010 F 0
52 6 58.0 1620 M 0
53 5 43.0 620 M 0
54 6 57.0 1675 F 0
55 7 62.0 2125 M 0
56 4 36.0 395 M 0
57 5 53.0 1460 F 0
58 6 50.0 975 M 0
59 6 58.0 1665 M 0
60 6 57.0 1755 M 0
6 1 5 52.0 1010 M 0
62 6 59.0 1575 F 0
63 7 58.0 1640 F 0
64 6 57.0 1360 M 0
65 5 48.0 925 F 0
66 6 51.0 1095 M 0
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fish age length whole sex mat L br.
WI stage
# (yr) (em) (g) (MIF) (#)
67 6 59.0 1575 F 0
68 4 45.0 725 M 0
69 6 64.0 2655 F 0
70 5 58.0 1380 F 0
71 6 57.0 1465 M 0
72 6 49.0 925 M 0
73 6 54.0 1465 F 0
74 6 550 1215 M 0
75 7 60 .0 1510 M 0
76 6 55.0 14)0 M 0
77 6 59.0 1675 M 0
78 6 510 1000 M 0
79 7 48.0 920 F 0
80 6 55.0 1300 M 0
81 5 49.0 925 M 0
82 4 44.0 590 M 0
8) 5 53.0 1095 M 0
84 6 560 1355 M 0
85 5 53.0 1185 M 0
86 6 56.0 1545 F 0
87 6 53.0 1325 M 0
88 6 560 1220 M 0
89 6 59.0 1795 F 0
90 5 510 1250 M 0
91 5 48.0 1035 F 0
92 7 64.0 2600 M 0
93 6 54.0 1185 M 0
94 6 56.0 1585 F 0
95 6 55.0 1245 M 0
96 4 46.0 795 M 0
97 5 53.0 1190 M 0
98 6 53.0 1140 M 0
99 5 490 920 M 0
100 5 47.0 735 F I




